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Property Rights
The Robert Andrews Mi II ikan Collection, including
the I iterary rights to all of Mi II ikan's writings in the collection--
letters, drafts of articles, notebooks, etc., are the exclusive
property of the Cal ifornia Institute of Technology. Permission to
publ ish from these papers must be obtained in writing prior to
publ ication.
Requests for permission to publ ish should be addressed
to the Archivist, Mi II ikan Library 1-32, Cal ifornia Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Cal ifornia 91125.
Users of the papers are reminded that the literary
rights to letters and documents in the collection written by persons
other than Robert Andrews Mi I I ikan are not necessari Iy in the publ ic
domain. Literary rights derive from common law which gives the
writer of an unpubl ished letter or document the exclusive right to
publ ish its contents. The writer of course may part with this right;
otherwise, it descends to the heirs regardless of who has custody of
the manuscripts.
It is the responsibi I ity of a scholar or publ isher to
obtain publ ication permission from the individual or organization in
possession of the I iterary rights. However, citations and brief
quotations from letters in simi lar collections, noted in scholarly
art ic Ies and other pu b I icat ions, have not genera I IY been contested
as an invasion of I iterary rights.
Cover: A caricature of Mi II ikan by Arthur Cahi II in the Athenaeum
at the Cal ifornia Institute of Technology
The Documentary Publ ication Program
includes letterpress volumes and
microfi 1m reproductions and is a
program designed to help achieve
equal opportunities for scholarship.
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The preparation of the microfi 1m publ ication of the
Mi II ikan papers has been a collective labor on the part of my
staff and co I leagues, and I am deep I y gratefu I to them for see i ng
the project through to its successful conclusion. Johanna
Tallman, Director of Libraries at Caltech, gave unstintingly of
her time and energy in support of ou r resea rch co I I ect ions. Fred
She I ley, recent I y ret ired f rom the NHPRC, encou raged me to seek
funding for the l-1i II ikan project. Joanne Clark typed an endless
number of target and ro I I sheets, as we I I as the contents of th i s
pamphlet; Ann Underleak and AI Gunns systematically--and I might
add, cheerfu I I y--ordered and re-ordered the i nd i v i dua I f i I es
before they went before the camera. The Huntington Library
graciously al lowed us to use its faci I ities to microfi 1m these
papers; Erwin Morkisch brought a I ifetime of photographic ski I I
and patience to the actual microfi Iming of the papers and amply
repaid Robert Mi I I ikan's 40-year-old kind deed of a letter of
introduction to the Huntington Library, then in search of a
































Ma rch 22, birth of Robert And rews Mil I i kan,
Morrison, III inois
fami Iy moved to McGregor, Iowa
fami Iy moved again, to Maquoketa, Iowa
July 16, birth of Greta Blanchard (Robert's wife)
Robert entered Oberl in Col lege
bachelor's degree, Oberl in
master's degree, Oberl in
doctor's degree, Columbia
studied physics in Germany
assistantship, University of Chicago, Physics
Department
exhibited some of A.A. Michelson's instruments at
Paris World's Fair
Apri I 10, married Greta Blanchard; honeymoon in
Europe
August 23, Clark Mi II ikan born
May 23, Glenn ~~illikan born
began construction of apparatus to determine value
of e, the elementary unit of electrical charge
first definitive oi I-drop paper
December 12, Max Mi I I ikan born
president, American Physical Society; member, National
Academy of Sciences Committee to Organize National
Research Counci I
second definitive oi I-drop paper
The Electron, first edition
February, moved to Washington to direct mobil ization
of civi I ian scientists
proposed establ ishment of National Research Counci I
Fellowships
October, returned to Chicago
August I, appointment as director of the Norman Bridge
Laboratory of Physics, and chairman of the Executive
Counci I of the Cal ifornia Institute of Technology in
Pasadena
American member, League of Nations Committee on
Intellectual Cooperation
Mi I I ikan and Bowen's studies of cosmic rays by means of
sounding bal loons carrying self-recording electroscopes






















Nobel Prize in physics
became Trustee, Huntington Library and Art Gallery
Caltech Associates formed
Clark Mi II ikan joins the Caltech faculty as
Assistant in Physics
Robert brought Thomas Hunt Morgan to Caltech as first
chairman of the new Division of Biology
Graduate School of Aeronautics opened under the
direction of Theodore von Karman
Beno Gutenberg appointed first professor of Geophysics
sai led to Europe to attend Rome nuclear physics
conference
positron discovery made by Carl Anderson
appointment by President Frankl in D. Roosevelt to the
Science Advisory Board
discovery of the mu-meson by Neddermeyer and Anderson
appointed consultant, National Defense Research
Committee
retired as chairman of the Executive Counci I; became
vice-chairman of the Board of Trustees
Glenn Iv1 i I I i kan, professor of phys i0 logy at Vanderb i It
University, ki lied in a mountain cl imbing accident
sympos i um on cosm icrays, in honor of Robert's 80th
birthday
The AutobiograDhy of Robert A. Mi I I ikan
October 10, Greta Mi I I ikan died
December 19, Robert Mi I I ikan died
For more than a year before his death, lv1illikan and
lv1iss Inga Howard, his secretary, worked periodically at the reduction
of his correspondence, apparently throwing away much that did not,
in Mi II ikan's judgment, concern directly the development of Caltech.
The Director of Libraries at the time, Roger Stanton, offered his
assistance, but, as he later reported, Mi II ikan gently but firmly
decl ined his help.
Shortly after lv1i II ikan's death, his fami Iy presented to
the Institute an extensive collection of books, periodicals,
correspondence, and manuscripts. This initial gift included edited
typescr i pts of many speeches and of the autob iography, as we I I as
holographic notes on the autobiography, copious physics lecture notes,
and more than three dozen notebooks, including two, dated 1912,
recording data on the 01 I drop experiment.
lv1i II ikan specified in his wi II that "fami Iy records,
letters, photos, albums, clippings, and diaries" be turned over to
his son, Clark. In 1959 Clark deposited in the Library four fi ling
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drawers of memorabilia collected by Robed and Greta Millikan. All
of the material was stored in the basement of the Arms Laboratory on
the campus.
In the winter of 1965-66, with the aid and encouragement
of the American Institute of Physics' Center for History of Physics,
Daniel J. Kevles, historian of science at Caltech, began the collation
and prel iminary organization of the collection. Lee A. DuBridge,
president of Caltech, made avai lable funds and space for the project.
The AlP's Center also provided financial support for the project from
a grant made to it by the National Science Foundation for the general
purpose of preserving source materials in the history of science.
Kevles and his assistant, Rowena Danziger, produced a prel iminary
inventory I ist that served for many years as a guide to the collection.
The Robert A. Mil I ikan Collection was opened to scholars in
September 1967. After Clark Mi I I ikan's death in 1966, the literary
property rights to the collection passed to his widow, Mrs. Edith
Mi I I ikan, who in turn formally bequeathed them to Caltech in 1975.
Fol lowing the establ ishment of a permanent archival
program at the Institute in 1968, Archivist Judith R. Goodstein
supplemented the collection with material from other sources, including
additional gifts of the Mi II ikan fami Iy and facsimi les of Mi II ikan
correspondence located in other repositories. The facsimi les have not
been microfi Imed with two exceptions: the notes Mi I I ikan wrote in 1894
on a course, probably under Michael Pupin at Columbia, and a
holographic cosmic ray manuscript (1932). These two scientific items
are at present the property of Pomona Col lege and, with its permission,
they have been microfilmed and are included as supplementary material
on Roll 80.
Albert F. Gunns, historian at Cal ifornia State University,
Long Beach, undertook in 1971 the systematic organizing, cataloging,
and indexing of the collection. Gunns and Goodstein in 1975 publ ished
a detai led Guide to the Robert Andrews Mi I I ikan Collection at the
Cal ifornia Institute of Technology (National Catalog of Sources for
History of Physics, Report Number Four, vii, +217 pp., illus. New York:
American Institute of Physics).
Description of the Collection
The microfi 1m publ ication of the papers of Robert Andrews
Mi I I ikan, American physicist, science adviser, and first executive
head of the Cal ifornia Institute of Technology, consists of 80 rol Is
of fi 1m. They span a century of American pol itical, social, and
intellectual history. The documents cover the years 1847 to 1953,
the year of Mi I I ikan's death, but the core of the collection consists
of the official papers generated by Mi I I ikan after his move to
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Pasadena in 1921. The collection, which includes more than 125,000
pages of letters, notebooks, unpubl ished speeches, addresses,
lecture notes, and fami Iy papers, is the property of the Cal ifornia
Institute of Technology and is housed in the Institute Archives on
the campus.
Apart from Mi II ikan's own scientific work, the collection
reveals the central role he played in the development of physics in
the United states and in national scientific affairs from 1914 through
World War II. For these reasons, his papers are widely regarded as
one of the richest collections of original documents bearing on the
history of twentieth-century science.
The materials pertaining to Robert A. Mi I I ikan at the
Cal ifornia Institute of Technology are extensive. In addition to the
collected papers with which this microfi 1m publ ication is primari Iy
concerned, there are in the Institute Archives the medals, citations,
diplomas, academic regal ia, and other awards given to Mi I I ikan in
recognition of his scientific, scholarly, and civic achievements. A
smal I segment of Mi I I ikan's private I ibrary, about 200 volumes, is
also housed in the Archives, along with selected pieces of scientific
apparatus and hundreds of photographs of Mi I I i kan, his fami Iy, and
co I leagues. Severa I sound record i ngs of ta Iks given by Mil I i kan have
also been preserved.
The Mil I i kan co I Iect ion is d iv ided into lOser ies. The
original collection consists of 99 boxes; the microfi 1m edition of
80 numbered rol Is.
Series
Scientific Notes
I I Correspondence: Wor Id War I
Material




VI Fam i IY Correspondence
VI I Speeches and Articles
VI I I Autobiographical Writings
IX Fami Iy Documents and Memorabi I ia
X Printed Matter (not microfi Imedl
Supplementary Material
Rolls Boxes

















Mi I I ikan correspondence pertaining to WWI work:
Recruitment of Scientists, 1917
5 letters: R. A. Mi I I ikan to H. M. Randal I
I letter: R. A. Mi II ikan to H. B. Hutchins
Photocopies. Originals in University of Michigan
Historical Collections, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
2 letters: R. A. Millikan to Albert Einstein, 1922, 1923
Photocopies. Originals in Albert Einstein Archives,
Princeton, New Jersey
9 letters: R. A. Mi I I ikan to H. A. Lorentz, 1921-1925
Photocopies. Originals in Algemeen Rijksarchief,
The Hague, The Netherlands.














3 letters: R. A. Mi I I ikan to Wi I I iam Rainey Harper,
1896-1898
I letter: R. A. Millikan to Martin A. Ryerson, 1921
4 letters: R. A. Mi I I ikan to Henry Pratt Judson, 1921
I letter: H. P. Judson to R. A. Mi II ikan, 1921
Photocopies. Originals in University of Chicago Library,
Ch icago, I I I i no is
CI inton R. Blanchard
CI ippings, correspondence, photographs, and
biographical information on Greta Mi II ikan's
father
Ninetieth Birthday: Birthday cards and congratulatory
messages to C. R. Blanchard, 1941
Correspondence from his parents; 13 letters from
C. R. Blanchard's mother, 1912, 1920
Correspondence with daughters Greta and Jessie,
C. R. Blanchard's grandchi Idren, Lady Adams, and
correspondence re Gil bert W. Blanchard, ca. 1925-1942
Gi Ibert W. Blanchard
Obituary notices and a memorial booklet on Greta
Blanchard Mi I I ikan's uncle
Mil I i kan Ba by Book: records kept by Greta Mil I i kan
about Clark Mi II ikan, his birth and early chi Idhood
Mi I I ikan chi Idren's schoolwork; also includes copies
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Folder No.
of the Woodlawn Blatter, a fami Iy newspaper produced
by the Mi II ikan chi Idren
71.3 ~~iscellaneous Books
(I) 19th century ed ition of a life of George
Washington (title page lacking)
(2) 19th century edition of a book on eminent
mechanics (title page lacking)
(3) bound manuscript in Arabic, gift of Margaret R.
Craig-McKennan in 1939
72.1 Robert A. Millikan Scrapbook
Eightieth Birthday: Cards. About fifty birthday
cards and congratulatory messages, 1948
73.1 Scrapbook on Robed A. Millikan kept by Elizabeth
Blanchard
73.2 Scrapbook ca. 1937





























Greta B. Mi I I ikan Community Chest Notebook, 1927
Greta B. Mi I I ikan Notebook, 1931
Greta B. Mi I I ikan Notebooks, n.d.
Greta B. Mi II ikan Christmas I ists, address books, n.d.
Greta B. Mil I i kan Hea Ith Reports, 1928-1949
Greta B. Mi I I ikan Souvenirs: Col lege photographs,
souvenirs of trip to Orient 1939-1940; miscellaneous
pamphlets and programs
Greta B. Mi I I ikan News Items; also pamphlets re various
organizations, pol itics, social questions, ca.
1940-1951
Greta B. Mi II ikan's puzzles; includes also riddles, jokes
Plays: three short plays by Greta B. Mi I I ikan




84.3 India Trip Diary: Greta B. Mi II ikan's notes from books
and articles on India, compi led before the trip as a




Ober lin 1890 (2 cop i es), 1891
University of Chicago, 1898
Oberlin Alumni Magazines, Nov 1911, June 1912
Add resses at I naugu rat i on of Ober lin Pres i dent, 1891




Robert A. Mi II ikan Reprints (1895-1953) (incomplete)
Glenn and Max Mi I I ikan Reprints (incomplete)
Pamphlets and reports by other writers
Copyrighted publ ications, with the exception of newspaper cl ippings,
were not microfi Imed.
Conversion Chart between Microfilm Rolls and Fo I ders
Rol I Folder No. Rol I Folder No. Rol I Folder No.
I 1.1 - 1.14 26 24.8 -25.14 51 49. I -49.7a
2 1.15- 2. 10 27 25.15-25.33 52 49.8 -50.6
3 3. \ 3.22 28 26. \ -26.2\ 53 50.7 -50. \2b
4 4. I 4.15 29 26.22-27.7 54 51. I -51.4a
5 5. I 5.29 30 27.8 -28.5 55 51.5 -52.2a
6 6. I 6.16 31 28.6 -29.4 56 52.3 -52.4e
7 7. I 7.13 32 29.5-30.1 57 53. I -53.8
8 7.14- 8.9 33 30.2-30.14 58 53.9 -54.8
9 8. \0- 9.6 34 30.15-31.\0 59 54.9 -54. \9
\0 9.7 -10.2 35 31.11-32.13 60 55. I -55.9
II 10.3 -10.10 36 32.14-33.12 61 55.10-55.27
12 11.1 -11.16 37 33.13-34.9 62 56. I -56.13
13 12. I -12.16 38 34. I0- 34.23 63 56.14-57.8
14 12.17-13.15 39 35. I -35.17 64 57.9 -57.22
15 I3. I6- I4. I9 40 35.18-36.10 65 58. I -58.17
16 14.20-15. 18 41 37.1 -37.34 66 59. I -59.68
17 16. I -16.22 42 38. I -39.7 67 60. I -60.69
18 17. I -17.35 43 39.8 -40.21 68 61.1 -61.67
19 18. I -18.35 44 40.22-41.27 69 62. I -62.28
20 19. I -19.20 45 41.28-42.25 70 63. I -63.47
21 19.21-20.24 46 42.26-43.9 71 64. I -64.31
22 20.25-21.17 47 43.10-45.4 72 65. I -66.21
23 21.18-22.13 48 45.5 -46.11 73 67. I -67.8b
24 22.14-23.12 49 47. I -47.17 74 68. I -69.5
25 23.13-24.7 50 47. 18-48. 18





75. I CHoneymoon Account Book, 1902)
75.2 -75.7 CGBM's Account Books 1903-1908)
76 75.8 -76.3 CGBM's Account Books 1909-1923)
76a 76.4 -76.10 CGBM's Account Books 1924-1930)
77 76.11-77.9 CGBM's Account Books 1931-1952)






79 82. I -82. 10 CGBM's Diaries 1931-1940)
80 83. I -83.7 CGBM's Diaries 1941-1947)
84. I -84.7b
Supplementary Material
Boxes 85-99 not microfi Imed
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Notes on Use of Collection
The arrangement of the papers mirrors almost exactly
the order imposed on them by Mi I I ikan and his long-time secretary,
Miss Inga Howard. Folder contents usually reflect their groupings,
although the sequence in which the folders now appear may have
been altered. The folder titles are generally an accurate guide
to the contents of individual folders, although in some instances
the titles provide only a partial description of its contents. The
"Cosmic Ray Notebooks" folder in Series I, for example, contains
three data books plus revisions for the second edition of Electrons
(+ and -), Protons, Photons ... , as well as drafts of various
articles publ ished between 1937 and 1942.
The researcher is urged to cross-check the collection
in a number of places for information on a given individual or
subject. For example, material relating to the National Academy
of Science--National Research Counci I can be found not only in
Ser ies I I but a Iso in ivli I I i kan' s persona I correspondence with Frank
Jewett in Series V. Cosmic ray material, for instance, may be
located in several different places in Series IV of the collection,
under such folder titles as "Carnegie Institution of \'iashington,"
"Meteorology," "Arthur H. Compton," and "Carl D. Anderson." The
fi les of the Cal ifornia Institute Associates and those pertaining to
campaign (for funds) in Series IV deal with the same subject and
should be read together. Simi larly, material relating to the Airship
Comm ittee is located in Ser ies I I lin the f i Ies of the Nat iona I
Research Counci I and in Series IV of the collection.
Occas iona I Iy, the same subject appears in separate parts
of the collection under different folder titles; the folder title,
"Adult Education, 1928-1932," in Series IV, appears under title
"National Advisory Counci I on Radio in Education" in Series III and
is but a chronological continuation of the same material. Finally,
the correspondence in Section IV is not exclusively concerned with
Caltech matters.
For scholars pursuing topics related to ~1i II ikan's
professional activities, Rol Is I through 46 of the collection wi I I
hold the interest as they contain the bulk of correspondence
and other papers deal ing with scientific and academic matters. His
lecture notes, found on Rolls I and 2, offer glimpses of Millikan's
classroom technique as well as an insight into the state of physics
at the turn of the century. Of simi lar interest is the assortment
of notebooks on Rol Is 3 and 4 in which Mi I I ikan recorded data from
his scientific experiments. Mil I ikan played a significant role in
the mobil ization of science for national defense during World War I,
much of which is documented by materials on Rol I 5.
Mi I I ikan's Chicago years are not wei I represented in
the collection. Some material is scattered through several collections
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at the University of Chicago, but no systematic collection of his
early papers is extant.
The Caltech correspondence in Series IV is a prime
source of information for the history of the Institute. In
addition there is much material on the development of research in
particular fields, including seismology and the use of X-rays for
medical purposes.
Next to Einstein, Millikan during his lifetime was
probably this country's most publ ic figure in science. His
papers, consequently, range widely over many issues and interests.
There is a good deal of information, for example, on social and
pol itical conditions in Germany and Italy during the 1920s and '30s,
on the pi ight of inte I Iectua Is forced out of Fasc i st countr ies, on
the work of the League of Nat ions Comm ittee on Inte I Iectua I
Cooperation, on the development of the Henry Huntington Library
during its formative years, and on the presidency of Herbert Hoover,
to name but some of the top ics like Iy to be of interest to scho Ia rs
in the humanities and social sciences.
Mi II ikan joined the Institute on a permanent basis in
1921. Judging from his correspondence fi les, t~i II ikan brought with
him from Chicago an impressive network of industrial, financial,
academic, and government connections. There is considerable material
on the role of the three giant phi lanthropic organizations--the
Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Guggenhiem foundations--in the expansion
of higher education in this country in the post-World War I decades.
The Aeronautics folders in Series IV are a natural starting point
for investigating the impact of the Guggenheim Foundation, as the
patron of aeronautics, on the industrial development of southern
Ca lifo rn ia .
Mi II i kan, an avid writer, corresponded with a broad
spectrum of the leading scientists, writers, business leaders, and
publ ic officials of his era. He exchanged frequent letters with such
fellow scientists and administrators as Frank B. Jewett, Karl T.
Compton, Paul Brockett, Albert Barrows, and Gano Dunn; and southern
Cal ifornia business figures, such as Harry Chandler, Henry M. Robinson,
Arthur H. Fleming, and John A. Fleming. Herbert Hoover and other
pol itical figures appear often in the collection. Mi II ikan worked
closely with astronomer George Ellery Hale and aerodynamicist
Theodore von Karman; their papers (also housed in the Institute
Archives) contain a great many more Mi II ikan letters. The critical
role played by Caltech during World War II is shown in his extensive
correspondence with Henry H. ("Hap") Arnold and Vannevar Bush.
The Index to Correspondents in the Guide--the first
46 rolls of fi 1m and the first folder (43.10) on Roll 47--covers
Mi II ikan's professional career. The remaining, unindexed rolls are
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primari Iy personal and fami Iy material. Here is found the
voluminous number of letters which Mi II ikan and Greta exchanged
almost dally during the frequent periods they were apart. Greta's
correspondence with other fami Iy members and friends is also found
on these rol Is. Together these letters provide a rich social
commentary, not only on the private I ives of the Mi I I ikan fami Iy,
but also on contemporary events, and in Greta's case, on her role
as the wife of a world-famous publ ic figure.
Other fami Iy material in the collection includes
letters and writings by the couple's three sons, Clark, Glenn, and
Max, as wei I as members of each of their fami I ies. The Institute
Arch ives a Iso has the papers of CIark Mil I i kan, professor of
aeronautics at Caltech from 1928-66. An additional collection of
letters written by Glenn A. Mi I I ikan during the decade 1929-39
whi Ie he was a fellow of Trinity College in Cambridge, England,
is avai lable in a separate microfi 1m edition.
The most widely avai lable as wei I as the ful lest
account in print of Mi II ikan's I ife and works is his Autobiography
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950). It is informative but not
always rei iable. Of particular value are his accounts of his early
years, his work whi Ie at Chicago, and his national service during
World War I.
Lee A. DuBridge and Paul S. Epstein's "Robert Andrews
Mi II ikan, 1868-1953: A Biographical Memoir," National Academy of
Sciences Biographical Memoirs, XXXIII (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1959), pp. 240-82, provides a biographical
sketch and an appreciation of Mi II ikan's scientific and administrative
accompl ishments. Appended to the memoir is a complete bibl iography
of Mi II ikan's publ ished writings, approximately three hundred of
which appeared between 1895 and 1950.
Another valuable biographical piece, emphasizing
Mi II ikan's scientific endeavors, is "Robert A. Mi II ikan," in the
Dictionary of Scientific Biography, IX (1974), pp. 395-400, by
Daniel J. Kevles. A comprehensive history of the rise of modern
physics in the twentieth century, again by Kevles, The Physicists
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977), is based in part on materials in
the Mi I I ikan Collection.
A more personal account of Mi II ikan's I ife, prepared
by Jesse W. M. DuMond, a student and close sc ient if ic co I league
of "the Chief," is included in the facsimi Ie edition of the
original 1917 edition of The Electron, Phoenix Science Series (Chicago:
Un ivers ity Press, 1963), pp. xi -I vi i .
Other manuscript collections in the Institute Archives
which contain material pertinent to Mi I I ikan's career are: the
George Ellery Hale papers (microfi 1m edition also avai lable); the
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Thomas Hunt Morgan papers; the Victor Neher papers; and the
Arthur Amos Noyes papers.
The microfi 1m edition of the Mi I I ikan Collection is
avai lable for purchase in quantities of one or more of the 80 rol Is
that comprise the complete edition. Appl ications to consult the
original collection, orders for the purchase of the fi 1m, and
requests for copies of the microfi 1m guide should be addressed to
the Archivist, Mi II ikan Library 1-32, Cal ifornia Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Cal ifornia 91125.
Interl ibrary loan requests for the fi 1m should be





































3. I - 3.2
Mi I I ikan Lecture Notes: Second Term, Winter Quarter
1899
Thermodynamics, Spring 1899
Kinetic Theory, Summer 1899
Molecular Physics and Heat, Winter 1900
Electricity and Magnetism, Summer 1901
Heat and Molecular Physics, Autumn 1901
Electricity and Optics, Spring and Summer 1903
Radioactivity: Talk to "Western Electricians,"
Computation of I ife of radium, and "McCoy's
references," October 1903
Electrical Part of Molecular Physics, Spring 1904
Recent Advances in Kinetic Theory, Summer 1904
Radioactivity, ca. 1904
Experiments in Course #3, Spring 1905
Notes on Ve Ioc ity of Sound, ca. 1905
Lenard on Ultraviolet Light Discharge, ca. 1905
Electron Theory, Summer 1910
Unitary Theories, Fall 1912
Atomic Theories of Radiation, Summer 1913
Kinetic Theory, Fall 1914
Electron Theory of Matter, Winter 1915
Thermodynamics and Radiation, Spring 1915
X-rays and Atomic Structure, Summer 1915
Quantum Theory, Summer 1916
Quantum Theories and Theories of Atomic
Structure, Summer 1920
Exams, Qu izzes, Misce I Ianeous, 1925-1945
History of Modern Atomic Physics, Fall 1947
Thermodynamic Theory of Thermal Currents and
Pressure of Radiation, n.d.
"Pedagogy of Physics," n.d.
"Scraps," Thermodynamics, n.d.






























Oil Drop Experiment, 1911-1912
Tests on Bubble Patent Machine, ca. 1920
Photo Phenomena, 191 I
Record of Data Obtained in Experiments in
General Physics, U of C, vol. #2, 1897
References to Important Articles
Cosmic Ray Notebooks
"The Penetrating Radiation"
Mi II ikan Manuscript: "A Redetermination of the
Value of the Electron and Related Constants,"
1916
Mi II ikan Notebooks, 1896 (G6ttingen), 1919
Miscellaneous Data Sheets, 1919
Mi I I ikan Notes: Problems of Wave Mechanics, 1929
Lecture on Electric Dispersion
Miscellaneous: Physics in France and Germany
Solvay Conference, 1921
Mi II ikan Manuscript: "New Results on Cosmic Rays,"
by R.A.M. and G.H. Cameron
First Draft of Article on Anomalous Dispersion
of Electric Waves (in German)
"New Proofs of the Kinetic Theory of Matter
and the Atomic Theory of Electricity"
Mi II ikan Manuscripts: Miscellaneous Writings, Drafts,
and Notes
Notes Labeled "Valueless Scraps, picked up or
thought up whi Ie writing article on
Anomalous Dispersion of Electric Waves"
SERIES II: CORRESPONDENCE: WORLD WAR I MATERIAL
Mi I I ikan Correspondence Pertaining to WW I Work:
Recruitment of Scientists, 1917 (Photocopies;
not microfi Imed)
1917-1920
National Research Counci I: Reprint of Letter:
G.E. Hale to New York Times, July 26, 1916
Letter: G.E. Hale to Secretary of War,
Nov. I8, I9 I6
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Foreign Service Committee Correspondence,
Apri I 15-0ct 5, 1917
Work of 1917
NAS and NRC as Factors in National Progress:
Statement by G.E. Hale, 1917
Report by G. E. Ha Ie, 1917 ('?)
Report to Counci I of National Defense, 1918
Division of Physical Sciences: Report, 1918
Re Executive Order, 1918
Purpose and Needs: G.E. Hale, 1918(7)
Report by Vernon Kellogg, 1919(7)
Origin and Purposes: R.A. Mi II ikan, 1919
Pamphlets and Article, 1917-1919, 1943
Physics and Engineering Divisions
Aircraft Production: Report for Sept 1918
Report for Oct 1918: R.A. Mi I I ikan
Ba I loons
Propaganda Bal loons: W.J. Lester, Oct 1918
Brief History of Bureau: C.M. Sparrow
Submarine Detection: New London Experimental Station:
R.A. Mi II ikan, 1918-1919
Mi I I ikan Testimony Before Navy General Board, 1918
Research Report, 1918
CI ipping, 1919
War Department: Science and Research Division:
Organization Chart
Mi II ikan Mi I itary Service Documents, 1917, 1918, 1921,
1926, 1931, 1936, 1941
WW I Miscellany
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National Academy of Sciences: General Correspondence,




National Research Counci I: General Correspondence,
I916, I91 8- I91 9, 1921-1926
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Folder Number Title




























I I .5 -11.9
II. 10-11.15
General Correspondence, 1916-1920
(arranged by R.A. Mi II i kan)
Genera I Correspondence, 1927-1943, 1946-1951
Photostatic Copies of Correspondence, 1919
Airship Committee, 1936-1938
Correspondence re Isaiah Bowman, 1932-1933
Engineering and Industrial Research Division,
1934, 1937-1938
Fellowship Board, 1922-1926, 1928-1939
Fore ign Divis ion, 1921-1926
Foreign Relations, 1928-1934
Petroleum Committee, 1926-1931
Phys ica I Sc iences Divis ion, 1921-1927, 1935-1936
Pol icies Committee, 1936-1938
Committee on Pol icies, 1944-1945
Research Board for National Security, 1944-1945
Sc ience Adv i sory Boa rd, 1933
Science Advisory Committee (Army and Navy
Committee), 1933-1934
Science Advisory Board, 1934-1938
Science Advisory Board (Army and Navy
Comm ittee), 1936-1940
Science Advisory Board (National Defense
Research Committee) (New Navy Advisory
Committee), 1940-1941
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Endowment, 1926- I932, 1934, 1937 -1938
Nat iona I Sc ience Fund, 1940-1948
International Research Counci I, 1922-1924, 1927-1932
International Counci I of Scientific Unions,
1932-1935, 1941, 1945, 1947-1949 (Formerly
International Research Counci I)
International Union of Pure and Appl ied Physics:
Correspondence, 1923, 1931 -I 934, 1936-1939,
1946-1950
nS]































Letters of French and German Scientists about
WW I, 1922-1924
Amer i can Ph i Iosoph i ca I Soc i ety, 1935-1938, 1940-1943,
1948-1949
Amer i can Phys i ca I Soc i ety, 1943, 1946-1950, 1953
Christian Colleges in China, 1937, 1939-1940
CRB (Commission for Rei ief in Belgium) Educational
Foundat i on, 1935-1936
Edison Medal Committee, 1923
Hall of Fame, 1945
Honors and Addresses, 1925-1926, 1930, 1932, 1941,
1944-1945,1955
Hunt i ngton Libra ry and Art Ga I I ery, 1925-1942
1943-1949, 1953
Air Conditioning Project, 1946; Huntington
Salary Scales
Committee on Urgent Needs, 1947
Institute of International Education, 1922-1923
League of Nations: Committee on Intellectual
Cooperation, 1922-1933
Lincoln Club, 1941-1943
National Advisory Counci I on Radio in Education,
1932-1937
National Association of Manufacturers, 1940-1944,
1948
National Economic Counci I, 1935-1936
Neighborhood Church, 1943-1945
Nobel Prize, 1923-1925, 1933-1937, 1940-1949, 1951
Oberl in College, 1940, 1942-1946, 1950
Pasadena Art Institute, 1943, 1946-1947
Pasadena Music and Art Association, 1947
Sc i ence Serv i ce, 1921, 1946, 1948-1949
Thacher Schoo 1, 1923, 1930-1939, 1941-1949
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization), 1949-1950
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Abrams, AI bert, 1922-1925
Adult Education, 1928, 1930-1932




Alcohol Problems, 1938, 1948, 1950
Alumni Association (Caltech), 1947
American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1930-1932, 1939
American Foundation Studies in Government, 1937
Anderson, Carl D. (Nobel Prize), 1935-1936
Appl ications for Positions, 1946-1948
Architecture and Landscape Gardening, 1928
Associates (Cal ifornia Institute), 1925-1929, 1933-1948
Astrophysical Observatory, 1928-1929




Balch Portraits and Miscellany, 1938, 1941-1943
Beard, Charles A.: "A Historian's Ouest for Light,"
1931
Biochemistry, 1936-1938, 1942
Biology, 1924-1931, 1933, 1935-1946, 1948, 1950
Borsook, Henry (Nutrition Studies), 1941-1945, 1949-1950
Bridge, Norman: Relations to the Institute, 1925
Norman Bridge Laboratory: Miscellany, 1920-1925
Bui Iding Committee, 1944
Buildings and Grounds, 1931-1936, 1938-1939, 1941,
1943-1944
Calendar Revision (and Metric System), 1936, 1947-1949
Cal ifornia Fruit Growers Exchange, 1935-1936
Cal ifornia Graduate School of Design, 1939, 1941
California Institute Research Foundation, 1941, 1950
Cal ifornia Society for the Promotion of Medical
Research (Antivivisection), 1938
Caltech: Statistics, Miscellany, 1935, 1939-1941, 1945,
1948-1951
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Campa i gn Cfor funds), 1924-1925, 1929-1938
1939-1951
Camou f Iage, 1942
Cancer Prob I em, 1943, 1948
Carnegie Corporation of New York, 1920-1923,
1927-1928,1931-1934,1936-1941
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1946
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1911, 1919,
1921-1924, 1927, 1929-1930, 1932-1944, 1946,
1948, 1950
Carruthers, John F. B., 1930, 1934
Chem i stry, 1936-1938, 1944-1945
Chem i ca I Eng i neer i ng, 1944-1945
Ch i na: War Re lief, 1946-1947
China: United Board for Christian Colleges, 1948-1949
Caltech War Service, 1939-1945
Cal ifornia Institute Research Foundation, 1941-1942
Civi I Engineering, 1945, 1950
Committee on Contracts, 1944-1945
Committee to Defend America by Aiding the All ies,
1940-1941
Committee on Seismology, 1921
Commonwealth Fund, 1925
Compton, Arthu r H., 1929, 1932-1933, 1936-1937, 1939,
1941, 1948- I 949
Cosm i cRays, 1922, 1925-1926, 1929-1935
Re Bal loon Recovery, 1935
1936-1949, 1951
Criticisms of the Institute, 1935
Department Research Library, 1950
Des i gn of Ca I tech Bu i I dings, 1924
Devreese, G. CCaltech Seal), 1923-1925
Dickey Collection, 1933-1938
Di Iworth, Robert P., 1942
Direction Finder, 1941-1943
Dorm i tor i es, 1928-1932
DuMond, Jesse W. M., 1934-1938, 1940-1945










































Earhart Laboratories for Plant Research,
1946-1948,1950
Ei nste In, AI bert: Genera I Correspondence, 1932-1933
Earthquake Protection, etc., 1933-1936
Economics and Economic Problems, 1946-1948
Educational Problems, 1937-1938, 1942, 1947, 1949
Electrical Engineering, 1946, 1950
Engineering Committee, 1938-1939
Eng i neer i ng Foundat i on, 1922-1923
Engineering, Science, and Management Defense
Tra i n I ng Courses, 1942
Epstein, Paul S. (Charles L. Mayer: Nature of Light
Awards)
Erosion Problems, 1935
Extension of Curriculum of CIT to Five or More
Years, 1922-1923
Faculty Activities, 1930-1931, 1935-1938
( I nc I ud i ng Trustees) 1939-1943
Faculty Personnel, 1942-1945
Facu I ty Credent i a Is, 1924-1926
Federa I Support of Amer i can Educa t' on, 1945
Fellowships and Foundations, 1936-1937
Fisher Body Craftsman's Gui Id, 1946-1949
FI emi ng (Arthur H.) Portra it, 1923
Fleming Trust Agreement, 1922
Foreign Associates, 1924-1925
Fowler, William, 1953
Friends of the Institu+e, 1924, 1926, 1929
Fund Raising Activities (Fellowships, etc.),
1944-1946, 1949
GALCIT (Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratories of
CIT), 1945
Gas Turbines and Jet Engineering Developments, 1945
General Education Board (Rockefeller Foundation), 1923,
1925,1927-1931,1933,1937-1939,1941
Geology, 1922-1927,1929-1931,1933-1945
Goetz, Alexander (S. Kyropoulos), 1935-1947
Guayule, 1942-1947,1949,1951
Guided Missl Ie, 1945-1948










































Hale (George Ellery) Book, 1938-1939, 1945-1947
Hale Bust, 1940-1941
Ha I e Letters, 1916, 1919, 1921 -I 924, 1928-1929,
1934, undated
Ha II of Fame, 1949
Harkness, Edward S., 1936-1938
Herman, Raphael, 1924-1928, 1930
High Voltage Laboratory, 1921-1924, 1926
Hixon Fund, 1938-1939
Hoag, George G., 1938
Human Betterment Foundation, 1942, 1944-1945
Humanitarian Causes, 1942
Humanities at the Institute, 1925-1929, 1938, 1940-1946
Industrial Design, 1942-1946
I ndustr i a I Proj ects, 1935, undated
Industrial Relations, 1925, 1938-1939
(Letters Written During Campaign for Funds),
1939
1940-1946
Institut de France: American Members, 1947-1948
Institute Official Papers: Correspondence, 1921-1942
1943-1947, 1949, undated
Institute of Pacific Relations, 1937-1938, 1944-1946, 1952-1953
International Education Board, 1925, 1927
I nternat i ona I Exchange of Students, 1939, 1941 -I 947
Japanese Prob I ems, 1944-1945
Jet Propu I s ion, 1945-1946
Kellogg, W. K., 1936-1943, 1947-1949
Knapp: Guam Project, 1946
Krick's Long-Range Forecasting, 1943
Kyropoulos, S., 1937-1939
Lacey-Sage Oi I Problems, 1943-1944
Laing, Graham A., 1932-1934
Lauritsen, Charles C., 1924, 1930-1934, 1938, 1940











































Lorentz (Hendrick Antoon) Fund, 1925-1926
Lomonossoff, George, ~, 1929-1930
Marsh, Robert Jr., 1940-1942
Mechanical Engineering, 1937
Merrill, Albert A., 1921, 1927-1929, 1931, 1949
Metallurgy, 1933-1934, 1942-1943
Meteorology, 1919-1924, 1926, 1931, 1933-1942
1943-1947,1950-1951,1953
Metropol itan Water District, 1934
Mi I itary Training, 1936
Model Studies on Surge Phenomena, 1945
Mudd (See I ey W.) X-ray Research Fund, 1931-1932
Nash, Charles W., 1945-1946
National Defense Research Committee (Office of
Scientific Research and Development),
1941-1943
Navy V-12 Program, 1943-1945
Near East, 1924-1925
Nerve Regeneration, 1942-1943
Noyes, Arthur A., 1928, 1936-1937
Nutrition Project, 1942
H. Borsook, "Progress Report on a Nutrition
Survey at Lockheed Aircraft Corp."
H. Borsook, "Progress Report on a Nutr i t i on
Su rvey at Rancho Los Am i gos"
H. Borsook, "Survey of Nutritional Values.
L.A. County General Hospital"
1943
Observatory Counc ii, 1935-1936, 1938, 1947
ORDCIT,1945
Palomar Observatory: Bibl iography, ca. 1940
Patent Pol icies, 1934, 1938-1939, 1943-1946
Pauling, Linus C., 1941
Personne I Prob I ems, 1943
Peruv i an Exped it i on, 1930
Phys i ca I Educat i on, 1923, 1926, 1942-1943
Planetarium, 1930, 1933-1935
Plant Protection, 1942, 1944-1945
Poitras, Ed, 1943
Pol itical and Rei igious Persecution, 1938-1939
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Potapenko, G., 1937, 1939, 1941, 1944
Post-War Organ ization and Mi I itary Prob Iems, 1946
Rada r, 1943-1945
Radio-Active Research, 1933
Radio Direction Finding, 1944
Rare Metals Research, 1937-1941
Research Fellowship Board, 1922
Research Foundation (CIT), 1944-1947
Research Information Service (Future of), 1922
Research Projects (Unclassified), 1929
Robinson, Henry M., 1928
Rockefeller Foundation, 1923
General Education Board, 1925-1927
1930-1946
Rockefeller Fund for Mosaic Structure (A. Goetz),
1930, 1932




Sc ience and Re I i9 ion, 1922-1924, 1948
Science Legislation, 1946
Scribners, 1926, 1928, 1930
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 1928, 1932
Se i smo logy, 1921 -I 930, 1933-1937, 1939- 1942
Selection Problems, 1943
Selective Service, 1942
Signa I Corps, 1925
Social ists, Correspondence with, 1924
So i I Conservat ion, 1940-1942, 1944
Soi I Erosion Problems, 1935-1936
Standard Oi 1 Company, 1923-1931
Stee I, I94 I- I942
Strauss, Lew is L., 1938-1940
Supersonic Wind Tunnel, 1940, 1942-1943
"T" on the Mountain (Caltech's), 1924-1927, 1929
Taxation, 1942, 1944
Television, 1945
Terminal Island Surge Study, 1943
Texaco, 1945
Throop Hall Bui Iding Fund, 1909-1910





































Vacant Positions/Letters of Recommendation,
1938-1949
Vacuum Switch/Vacuum Transmission, 1927-1930, 1932-1934
Visiting Scholars and Fellows, 1929-1932,1939-1947,1949
Wage Rate Committee: Miscellaneous Papers, 1943
Wage Rate Problems: Correspondence, 1944
\~ar Miscellany, 1944, 1946, undated
War Department, 1926-1927, 1929
Warner, T. W.: Reports re Petroleum Refining,
undated
Watters, Leon L., 1938-1939, 1945
\~eather Bureau, 1933-1941
Wind Tunnel Project, 1942-1945
\'Iorld War II: Miscellany, 1940, 1945-1946
YMCA, Caltech, 1944, 1949-1950
SERIES V: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE
Adams, James Truslow, 1939-1941
A I exander, Gross, 1929-1931
American Bible Society, 1944-1949
American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual
Freedom, 1940-1942
Angell, James, 1919, 1927, 1932
Arnold, Harold D., 1913
Arrhenius, Svante, 1918, 1924
Atlantic Union Committee, 1949-1950
"A" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Bajpal, (Sir) Girja S., 1944
Balch, (Mr. and Mrs.) Allan C., 1938-1941
Ba r k I a, C. G., I 9 I 2
Barker, Joseph W., 1953
Barrett, Edward C., 1921, 1934
Beard, Charles A., 1929, 1930
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Bird, Remsen D., 1938
Birge, Raymond T., 1928-1930
Bohr, Niels, 1932-1938
Boswell, James G., 1942, 1949, 1952-1953
Bowen, I ra, I 927
Bragg, W. H., undated
Br i dgman, Percy, 1946, 1950
Br i I lou in, Leon, I 928
Brittain, Wi II iam J. (Brittain Scienservlce), 1929
Brode, Robert B., 1929, 1950
de Brogl ie, M., 1917, 1933
Brookes (~~r. and Mrs.), Herbert, 1943-1945, 1947-
1948, 1950, 1952
Butler, Nicholas Murray, 1916
"B" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Caltech, 1921-1922
Cancer Prevention Society, 1946, 1948
Capra, Frank, 1916
Carty, John J., 1913
Chadwick, J., 1935
Chand Ier, Harry, 1938
Chicago, University of, 1914, 1916, 1921-1923
Chou, P. Y., 1947
Clay, J., 1935
Cockrell, Ewing, 1947-1951
Co Ie, A. D., I 9 I°
Compton, Karl T., 1932, 1940, 1943, 1947
Condon, Edward, 1926
Copeland, Lewis/Copeland and Lamm, Inc., 1944, 1946-1947
Crank Letters
Crew, Henry, 1943, 1949
"C" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Darwin, Charles, 1921




DuBri dge, Lee, 1934
Dunn, Gano, 1918, 1929-1931, 1934, 1937-1938, 1940,
1942-1950, 1952
DuNouy, Lecomte, 1943, 1946-1949
"0" MI sce I I aneous Correspondence
Earhart, Harry B., 1934, 1939-1940, 1950-1953
Earhart, Richard, 1910
Edd I ngton, A. S., 1929















































Ehrenfest, Paul, 1925-1926, 1931
Ehrenhaft, Fel ix, 1939
Einstein, Albert, 1922, 1925, 1927, 1929-1933,
1943, 1945
Epstein, Paul S., 1921, 1932, 1941, 1943
"E" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Farrand, Beatrix and Max, 1933, 1939, 1943
Farrand, George E., 1934-1935, 1938-1939, 1945-1946
Few, W. P., 1936
Fifield, James W., 1938, 1944, 1946, 1949, 1952
Firestone, Clark B., 1941, 1949-1951
F Ietcher, Ha rvey, 1930
FI exner, Simon, I 921
Fowler, Ralph H. (National Research Council,
Canada), 1940
Franck, J., 1933
"F" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Gale, Henry and Agnes, 1934, 1953
Garland, Haml in, 1933
Ginn and Company, Publ ishers, 1919, 1923, 1931-1932,
1935-1936, 1941, 1950-1951, 1953
Giorgi, Giovanni, 1939
Gurney, Lawrence E., 1927, 1929-1930, 1932
"G" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Haight, George I., 1943, 1949
Hallock, Wi II iam, 1895
Hardy, G. H., 1929
Harms, F., 1929-1930
Harri ngton, E. L., 1947
Hawkes, Albert W. (Senator), 1946-1947
Haynes, Sherwood K., 1946
He i sen berg , Werner, 1932, 1951
Hess, Victor F., 1926
Hi I I, A. V., I 940
Hi Iton, Henry, 1931,1933, 1942, 1947
Hofmann, otto, 1896
Hoover, Herbert, 1929, 1931, 1935, 1937-1938, 1940
Hoshour, Harvey, 1945
Howard, Frank, 1936, 1944-1948
Hull, Cordell (Secretary of State), 1939-1940
Hyde, James H., 1945, 1950
"H" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Ishida, Yoshio, 1935-1937
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"I" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Jeans, J. H., 1930, 1934
Jewett, Frank B., 1903, 1908, 1915, 1918, 1923,
1929,1931-1932,1935,1937-1938,1940,1942-1950
Joffe, A., 1926
Joly, J., 1920, 1924
Judd, Charles H., 1918-1919
"J" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
"K" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Langevin, Paul, 1928
Langmu i r, I rv i ng, 1915-1916
Larmor, Joseph, 1913, 1921
LeLinn, Arthur, 1917
Li ebo Id, Anna, 1897
Lindemann, F. A., 1913, [916, 1918-1919, 1932
Lloyd, Ralph B., 1935, 1944, 1947, 1949
Lorentz, H. A., 1921, 1923, 1926, 1928
Copies of letters from R. A. Mi I I ikan
(Originals in Algemeen Rijksarchief, The
Hague), 1921-1925 (not microfi Imed)
Lowe I I, Perc i va I, 191 I
Luce, Henry, 1942-1946
"L" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Macmi Ilan Co., Publ ishers, 1928, 1935, 1937-1938,
1942
Mason, Max, 1939
Mattauch, J., 1939, 1946-1947, 1953
Meiklejohn, Alexander, 1917
Michelson, A. A., 1917, 1921, 1923, 1939
Minnesota, University of, Regents, 1917
Moulton, F. R., 1928, 1930
Munro, Wi II iam, 1938, 1946
"M" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
National Re-Dedication Radio Speech, December 14,
1938
Nernst, W., 1892, 1896, 1939
New York Times, 1928, 1931-1934, 1939
Noyes, Arthur, 1921
"N" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Oberl in College, 1929, 1931-1932, 1934, 1937-1938, 1944
Onnes, Kamer I ingh, 1916, 1920-1921
Oppenheimer, J. Robert, 1947
"0" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Page, James R., 1938, 1943-1944, 1946-1947, 1953
Pa rt i ngton, J. R., 191 3
Planck, Max, 1931, 1947
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Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948, 1950-1951, 1953-1954
Przibram, Karl, 1912
"P" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Rayleigh, John I'li II iam Strutt, 1918
Reichenbach, Hans, 1933
Richardson, O. W., 1915
Ricketts, L. D., 1929, 1934-1936, 1938
Robinson, Henry M., 1926, 1933-1934, undated
Root, EI ihu, 1928, 1935-1937
Ruddock, A I bert, 1938
Rutherford , Ernest, 1909, 1919, 1923, 1934
(Copies of Originals in Cambridge University
Library), 1919, 1920 (not microfi Imed)
Ryerson, i~artin A., 1917, 1919, 1921
"R" Mi sce 1Ianeous Correspondence
Sal isbury, R. D. (University of Chicago), 1917
Sa rton, George, 1934, 1936-1937, 1941
Schrader, Pau I, 1896
Sommerfe I d, Arno I d, 1929, 1948-1949
Steviart, G. \'1., 1943-1944, 1950
Stiegl itz, Jul ius, 1920
"s" Miscellaneous Correspondence
Thacher, School, 1921-1922, 1924
Tolman, Richard C., 1944, 1946
Townsend, J. S., 1936
"T" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
"U" ~1 i sce I I aneous Correspondence
"V" Mi sce I I aneous Correspondence
Wecter, Dixon, 1947-1948
Westphal, Wilhelm, 1912, 1920, 1933, 1946
Whee Ier, Benj. I., 1917
ItJh i te, Wi I I i am A I Ien, 1928, 1937, 1939-1942, 1944
Woodward, Robert S., 1913
Wright, Orvi lie, 1919, 1928
"W" Miscellaneous Correspondence
"Y" Mi see I I aneous Correspondence
Unidentified Letters/Miscellany, 1917-1940
Nobel Prize: Congratulatory Messages, 1923
CI ippings, 1923
Miscellany, 1923
Retirement Announcement: Messages, Aug-Sept 1945
"Read the Book" Speech, 1950-1951
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Personal Correspondence (Copies of originals in the
"Pres idents 1 Papers, [889-1925" Co I Iect ion,
University of Chicago), 1896-[92[ (not
microfi [med)





Eighty-F i tth 8 i rthday, [953




Greta Mi [[ ikan's Funeral Wishes
Funera[ Service Scripts for Robert and Greta
Ivli I I i kan




Patent Dispute: Arno [d vs. Langmu i r, [922
Defendant's Folder of Patents and Publ ications
Quotations Written or Selected by RAM
Contracts with Publ ishers, 1914-1936
Revisions of Texts, [939-1948
Reviews of Books (Cosmic Rays), [940
Artic[es re RAM's Books, [938-[946
SERIES VI: FAMILY CORRESPONDENCE
Greta Blanchard Mi I 1ikan Correspondence: Agnes
(Lady) Adams, 1933- [942
"A" Correspondence, 19 [8-1953





Henry B. Earhart, 195[-1953
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John and Diane Harrison, 1950-1953
Henry and Charlotte Hilton, 1909-1953
I nga Howard, 1938-1952
"H" Correspondence, 1916-1953
" I" Correspondence, 1913-1952
Astrid and Helga Janza, 1950-1953
"J" Correspondence, 1913-1953
"K" Correspondence, 1913- I 952
"L" Correspondence, 1913-1953
Dorothy Mackesy, 1950-1953




"p" Correspondence, 1921-1953, undated
"Q-R" Correspondence, 1913-1953
Blanche (Mrs. Frank) Seaver, 1952-1953




EI izabeth Wallace, France, 1917-1918
Elizabeth Wallace, 1918-1922, 1932-1947, 1952-1953
"W" Correspondence, 1913-1953
"Y" Correspondence, 1941-1953
Fi rst Name Signatures, 1907-1952, undated
Robert A. to Greta B. Mi II ikan, 1907-1910, 1912-Feb 1918
March-Apri I 1918-1921
March-Apri I 1921 (from Europe)
1922-1924
1925-1927, 1933-1938, 1940-1946, 1950-1952
Greta B. to Robert A. Mi I I ikan, 1908, 1912-Feb 1918
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55. I I-55. 12
March 1918-Dec 1921
1922-1927, 1929-1930, 1933-1944, 1946,
1950-1952, undated
Robert A. Mi I I ikan Fami Iy Correspondence:
Parents, 1888-1917, undated
Honeymoon, I 90 I - I 902
Sisters, 1907-1908, 1911-1912, 1917-1919, 1937,
1940, 1942-1948, 1950-1953, undated
Brothers, 1912, 1918, 1926-1927, 1931, 1934-1936,
1938-1943, 1950-1951, undated
Grandchi Idren, 1947
Jessie and Henry Walker, 1951-1952
Other Mi II ikan Relatives, 1948-1953
Greta B. Mil I i kan Fam i I y Correspondence:
Honeymoon, Apri I-Nov 1902, undated
Parents and Grandparents, 1908-1909, 1911-1913,
1917-1920,1922-1923,1925,1929-1931,
1933-1941, undated
Father and Jess i e Wa I ker, 1942
Condo I ence Messages at Father's Death, 1942
Jessie Walker, undated, 1907-1923, 1930-1946,
1951-1953
From Father and Jessie Walker during GBM's
i I I ness, 1936
From Agnes (Lady) Adams dur i ng GBM' s i I I ness, 1936
With Mi II ikan Sisters, 1952-1953
Letters to Greta and Robert Mil I i kan on birth of
Clark B., 1903
Miscellaneous Family Correspondence and
Unidentified Letters
Clark B. Mi II ikan: Early Writings
Clark B. Mi I I ikan Correspondence: to Fami Iy,
1917-July 1924, 1937-1947, undated
To Greta Mi I I ikan, 1912-1946


































With Robert A. Mi II ikan, 1916-1922, 1930-1952,
undated
With Grandparents and Aunts, 1904-1929,
undated
With GI enn A. Mi I I i kan, 1920-1927
With Max F. Mi I I ikan, 1920-1926
Helen Staats (Mrs. Clark B.I Mi I I ikan Correspondence
with Greta and Robert Mi I I ikan, 1930-1942
Clark B. Mi II ikan Chi Idren Correspondence with
Greta and Robert Mi I I ikan, 1939-1953
CI ipping and Memorial Fund re Robert S. Mi I I ikan
Clark B. Mi I I ikan: Miscellaneous Correspondence,
1910-1953
Memorab iii a
Magazine Articles, 1945, 1949
Newspaper CI ippings
Glenn A. Mi I I ikan Correspondence: to Fami Iy,
1912-June 1927, 1936, 1944-1946, undated
To Fami Iy and Friends from Germany,
Sept 1927-July 1928
To Greta Mi I I ikan, ca. 1910-1946, undated
From Greta ~~i II ikan, 1916-1929, undated
To Robert A. Mi II ikan, 1917-1918, 1927, 1946
From Robert A. Millikan, 1909, 1916-1918,
1923-1929, 1933-1947, undated
Blanchard and Mi II ikan Relatives, 1909-1938,
undated
Clark B. and Helen Mi II ikan, 1915-1928
Max F. Mi II ikan, 1921-1928
Trip from Chicago to Pasadena, 1921
Fami Iy Correspondence re Unicam Instrument
Co., 1938
Clare (Mrs. Glenn A.I Mi I I ikan Correspondence
with Robert and Greta Mi II ikan, 1950-1953
From Greta Mil I i kan, 1952-1953
Glenn A. Mi I I ikan Chi Idren Correspondence with
Robert and Greta Mi I I ikan, 1952-1953
Glenn A. Mi I I ikan: Miscellaneous Correspondence,
1923-1934, undated
[34J
Max F. MI I I i kan Correspondence: to Fam I I y,
1920-1953, undated
To Greta MI II Ikan, 1917-1939, undated ca.
same time
From Greta MI I I Ikan, 1952-1953
To Robert A. MI II ikan, 1938-1950, undated
From Robert A. Mi II ikan, 1917, 1939-1953
Other Fami Iy Members, 1919-1939, undated
Max F. Millikan Miscellany
Max F. and Jeanne MI I I ikan Correspondence: from
Greta Mil I I kan, 1952-1953
From Robert A. Mi II ikan, 1938, 1939, 1943,
1945, 1950, 1951, 1953
Jeanne (Mrs. Max F.) Millikan Correspondence:
to Greta Mi II ikan, 1937, 1938-1939, 1950,
1951, 1952, undated
From Greta MI I I ikan, 1952
Max F. ~1i II ikan Chi Idren Correspondence with



















Series VI, Roll 64 (continued)
Correspondence re Glenn AI Ian Mi I I ikan














University of Cal ifornia, Jan 19, 1917
Illuminating Engineering Society, Oct 21, 1918
"Throop's Opportunity," Jan 6, 1920
"Science and Human Affairs," American Education,
XXVI I, 2 (Oct 1923)
Nobel Prize Lecture, "The Electron and the
Light-Quant from the Experimental Point
of View," Scribner's Magazine, LXXVII
(Jan 1925),75-84
Del ivered in Support of Campaign of University
of Chicago, March 21, 1925
US]
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"Something New Under the Sun," Sunset Club,
~~ay 29, 1925
Cornerstone Laying, American Legion Bui Iding,
Pasadena, May 30, 1925
"The Wor Id Court," Cu Ibertson Ha I I, Dec 5, 1925
"The Birth of an Idea," Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce, Feb 23, 1926
"Results of Recent Experiments on Cosmic Rays,"
Apri I 29, 1926
Del ivered at Vassar, Oct 21, 1926
"The P Iace of Evo Iut ion in Re I ig ion,"
Congregational Church, Pasadena, Dec 1926
Unve iii ng of the So Id iers' Monument, Feb 12, 1927
Conference on Church Unity, The Neighborhood
Church, Oct 18, 1927
T. H. Morgan Dinner, University Club, Los Angeles,
Feb 2, 1928
"Avai lable Energy," upon receipt of the Gold Medal
of the Br i t ish Soc iety of Chem ica I Industry,
Sept 1928; R. A. Mi II ikan, Science and the
New Civi I ization (New York, London: Scribners,
1930)
In support of the campaign of Herbert Hoover,
Oct 31, 1928
Annual Dinner of New York State Chamber of
Commerce, Nov 18, 1928
"Three Elements in Human Progress," U.S.C.,
May 16, 1929
"Science and Spiritual Values," Class of 1929 at
University of Michigan, June 1929
"Rei igion in a World of Science," Lawrence, Kansas,
June 9, 1929
"The Place of Science in Modern Progress," Carnegie
Tech, June II, 1929
"Fire," 50th Anniversary Meeting of A.S.M.E.,
Apri I 8, 1930
Re: Huntington Library Tax Abatement, radio
broadcast, Nov 3, 1930
"Science--The Nation's Inexhaustible Reserve,"
Association of Life Insurance Presidents,
Dec 12, 1930
"Present Status of Theory and Experiment as to
Atomic Disintegration and Atomic Synthesis,"
Dec 13, 1930
Meeting of Phi Beta Kappa Alumni, Dec 16, 1930
Los Angeles City Hal I honoring Albert Einstein,
Feb 23, 1931
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"Opportunities in Science," Apri I 8, 1931
The Ph i Iosoph ica I Soc iety, Apr i I 1931
"The March of Science," May II, 1931
"Radio's Past and Future," radio broadcast,
May 1931
"Edison's Contribution to Human Welfare and
Science," Jan 15, 1932
"The Influence of the Berkshire Farmer,"
Bicentenary of George Washington's Birth,
June 22, 1932
"The March of Science," June 1932
"What It Is AI I About," Aug 1932
Upon receipt of the Gold Medal of Honor from the
Roosevelt Memorial Foundation, Oct 27, 1932
Relative to Herbert Hoover, Oct-Nov 1932
Astronomy and Physics Club, Dec 2, 1932
"New Techniques in the Cosmic Ray Field and
Some Results Obtained with Them," AAAS
Meeting, Dec 30, 1932
"A Physicist's Dream," University of Kansas
Commencement, June 12, 1933
"The Contribution of Physics to the Progress of
Mankind," June 1933
"Why Study the Stratosphere," June 28, 1933
Add resses of We Icome: 1926-1933
Articles 1915-1933
"Atomism in Modern Physics," Sept 1915
"The Structure of Matter," Feb 2, 1924
"Some Exceptional Opportunities in Southern
Cal ifornia," fI.pri I II, 1924
"The Astronomy of the Atom," May 1924
"New Light on Light" [abstractJ, May 1925
"Forty Years of Progress in Physics," Nov 23, 1925
"Cosmic Rays," Dec 1925
"American Contributions to the Scientific Progress
of the World in the Field of the Physical
Sciences . .. " Apri I 1926
"The Dependence of the Progress of the World upon
Pure Science Research . .. " New York Times,
Apri I 1926
"Physics," submitted to Encyclopaedia Brittanica,
[not publ ishedJ, May 1926
"The Stripped Atom," Scribner's Magazine, LXXIX
(1926), 477-485
"Nat iona I ism in Sc ience," J u Iy 2, 1927
"The Birth of Two Ideas," 1927
"The major purposes and ideals of the Cal ifornia
Institute of Technology . .. " Pasadena Star-News
Tournament of Roses Edition, Jan 1928
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"The Relation of Science to Industry," Science,
LXIX, 1776 (Jan 11,1929),27-31.
"The Place of Science in the Modern World,"
Mi Iisaps College Bulletin, XIII, 5 (May 1930),
1061-1073; reprinted from "Alleged Sins of
Science," Scribner's Magazine (Feb 1930),
119-129
"On the Question of the Constancy of the Cosmic
Radiation and the Relation of these
Rays to Meteorology," 1930
"Why Phys ics ~~ust Be Fostered in the Un i ted
States," March 18, 1931
"The Rise of Physics," Dec 1931
"Cosmic Ray Ionization and Electroscope Constants
as a Function of Pressure," Dec 9-12, 1931
"The Present Status of the Evidence as to the Place
and the Mode of Origin of the Cosmic Rays,"
April 9, 1932
"The Wr ight Act," Oct i 5, 1932
"New Techniques in the Cosmic Ray Field and Some
of the Results Obtained with Them,"
Physical Review, XLIII (Apri I i5, 1933),
661-669
"What Religion Means to Me," Nov 11,1933
Addresses 1934-1940
"Science ~~akes Jobs," i~ew York Electrical Society
and American Institute of Physics,
Feb 22, 1934
Outl ine for Address at Berkeley, May 22, 1934
Cornerstone Laying, Griffith Observatory and Hal I
of Science, July 12, 1934
"Excess Government May Spo i I the fI,mer ican Dream,"
NBC radio broadcast, Aug 6, 1934
Chicago Conference of the National Advisory Counci I
on Radio in Education, Oct 8, 1934
"Achievements of Science in 1934," partial
transcript of radio program, Dec 28, 1934
"The 1934 Value of the Electron and Related
Constants"
"The New Dea lin Phys ics," 1934
"Ed i son and the Itlor Id's Advance in Sc ience,"
rad io broadcast, Feb II, 1935
"The Significance of Modern Science for the Years
Ahead," Apri I 1935
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"In the Coming Century," Apri I 1935
"What is Civi I ization?" Hi lis College, June 10, 1935
For Community Chest, Sept 6, 1935
"Whither Civi I ization?" Eighth Annual !\1eeting,
Cal iforr,ia State Bar, 20, 1935
Part of a radio program commemorating the 400th
Anniversary of Printing of Bible in Engl ish,
Oct 6, 1935
"The Road to Peace," Peaceways Program, rad io
broadcast, Nov 7, 1935
"Whither Scientific Research in Industry?" U.S.
Institute for Texti Ie Research, Nov 14, 1935
"Recent Progress in Physics," Columbia Broadcasting
Company, Dec 14, 1935
Dedication of New York Museum of Science and
Industry, radio broadcast, Feb II, 1936
"vloman's Century," Oberl in's Celebration of the
100th Anniversary of Admission of Women,
Oct 8, 1937
"The Great Problem of the Secondary Schools,"
Teachers of Salt Lake City, Oct 22, 1937
"Scandinavian-American Relations," 1937
"The Significance of Libraries," Dedication of Webb
School Library, Feb 27, 1938
Pasadena Chamber of Commerce Banquet, Apr i I 6, 1938
"Science and Education in a Democracy," Packer
Collegiate Institute, Apri I 20, 1938
Ulster-Irish Society, Apri I 22, 1938
Astronomy on Parade Program, radio broadcast,
Nov 29, 1938
"The Preservat i on of Freedom," Bi I I of Rights Program,
radio broadcast, Dec 14, 1938
"Sc i ence and the Wor I d of Tomorrow," May 9, 1939
Speeches in Austra I i a, Sept and Oct, 1939
"Living Phi losophies," 1939
"Science and Social Justice," [undatedJ
"United We Stand; Divided \'Ie Fall," [undatedJ
"The World of Tomorrow," for "America, Wake Up"
Crusade, Apr i I 29, 1940
"India and the War," June 12, 1940
"Benjamin Frankl in as a Scientist," Frankl in
Institute, Oct 1940
"Central izing Tendencies in American Education,"
Nov I 4- I 5, I 940
"The American Way of Living--Our Inventive Ferti I ity,"
rad i 0 broadcast, Nov 17, 1940





























Ind ia Address, 1940
"The Biggest Job of the American Higher
Educational System," Dec 5, 1940
"War and Science," given at Symposium on War and
Civi I ization, Dec 8-13, 1940
"Crescat Scientia Vita Excolatur," Convocation--
University of Chicago, Dec 17, 1940
"The Influence of the University of Chicago,"
Dec 18, 1940
Articles 1934-1940
Interview in Los Angeles Times, March 10, 1934
"The Danger and Needs of American Education,"
The Alabama Baptist, Apri I 26, 1934
"In the Coming Century," Sept 1934
"The Physical Exhibits," Planetarium booklet,
May 14, 1935
"Democracy's Dest i ny," May 28, 1935
"Radio's Part in the Creation of an Intel I igent
Electorate," Radio and Education (1935),
10-16
Foreword for a Book on Christian Education,
David C. Cook Publ ishing Co., June 12, 1936
A Statement of Conviction in Regard to Our Present
Need for a Return to a More Spiritual Way of
Life, July 28, 1936
"Some New Results in the Field of Cosmic Rays,"
Harvard Tercentenary, Sept 8, 1936
"What Science Has to Say about the Present World
Situation," New York Times, 1936
For the Community Chest, 1937, 1938
"Cosmic Rays," Think, Apri I 1938
"Frontiers in Science," Excerpts from Address for
Annual Meeting of Chamber of Commerce of the
U.S., Think, June 1938
"State Humane Pound Law," Pasadena Star-News, and
Statements Thereto, Sept-Nov 1938
Statement on Christmas, Omaha World-Herald,
Dec 22, 1938
"Albert Abraham Michelson," Scientific Monthly,
Vol.XLVIII (Jan 1939),16-27
"Science on Parade," Think (Feb 1939),
38-39
"A Summary of Results of the High Altitude Cosmic
Ray Survey in India 1939-1940"
A Statement on Cosmic Ray Studies in India for
Science Service, March 20, 1940
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"New Discoveries about the Nucleus of the Atom,"
r~ay 22, 1940
"Pillars of Democracy," Union League Club,
Chicago, May 24, 1940
"An Attempt at an Appraisal of Cosmic-Ray
Problems," Carnegie Institution of
Wash i ngton, May 31, 1940
"R. A. Millikan Gives His Reasons for Supporting
Wi Ilkie," Oct 26, 1940
"The Opportunity of the Physics Teacher,"
Dec 30, 1940
"The Non Field Sensitive Component of the Cosmic
Rays," undated
Addresses 1941-1949
"The Prob I em of Deve Iop i ng a Sense of Ci v ic
Responsibi I ity," Jan 8, 1941
Transcript, Unl imited Horizons Program, Jan 10, 1941
For Broadcast of "Committee to Defend America by
Aiding the All ies," Feb 5, 1941
"A Hypothesis as to the Origin of Cosmic Rays and the
Experimental Testing of it in India and
Elsewhere," Apri I 28, 1941
"Isolationist Fallacies," Federal Union Program,
radio broadcast, May 13, 1941
For American Legion Rally, June 5, 1941
"Three Weaknesses in the American Educational System
and Possible Remedies," Stanford Semi-
Centenn i a I, June 16, 1941
Renaissance Conference, Huntington Library,
Aug 4-6, 1941
Response to the Receipt of the Chinese Decoration
of the Order of Jade, Dec 2, 1941
Mexico City, Dec 1941
"Science vs Superstition--Facts vs Fiction--Real ism
vs Hysteria," L.A. Realty Board, radio
broadcast, Feb 6, 1942
"Cosm i c Rays--What They Are and \~hat They Mean,"
NBC rad i 0 broadcast, May 16, 1942
"Science and War," 1942
"Science, War and Human Progress," 1942
"California Consults Lincoln," Lincoln Club,
Feb 12, 1943
"Do Thinking Men Bel ieve in God?" "Man's Part in
Evolution in both Science and Rei igion,"
prepared for a sound recording, March 13, 1943
I ntroduct i on of Madame Ch lang Ka i -shek, Apr i I 2, 1943
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Broadcast to Yugos I avs of Southern Ca I i forn i a,
June !5, 1943
Launching of the Ship Henry M. Robinson, Aug 8, 1943
Del ivered to Members of the Armed Forces, 1943-1944
East and West Assoc i at i on, June 14, 1944
,Dasadena Art I nst i tute, May 31, 1945
"Research Needs for Future Industrial Expansion,"
State Chamber of Commerce Meeting, Nov 29, 1945
R. A. Mi II ikan's part in radio broadcast "My
Brother's Blood," Dec 9, 1945
"Forks on the Road," 1945
"A Possible Interpretation of the East-West
Effect," Jan 3,1947
" Interdependence," Jan 10, 1947
"Atomic Energy, Its Release, Uti I ization and Control,"
Stephens College and University of Michigan,
Apri I 1947
Transcript of a radio program for CBS,
"Albert ,Abraham Michelson," Dedication
Michelson Laboratory at Inyokern,
Symposium on Cosmic Rays in Honor of His
Birthday, June 25, 1948 (includes speeches by
others)
WCTU of So. Ca I if., Nov 23, 1948
"v/hat Resea rch is Do i ng for You," Dec 3, 1948
"The Road to Peace," 1948
"The Contribution of the Independent Col lege System
to the American Educational System,"
Centennial of Wi II iam Jewell College, Jan 21,
1949
"Benjamin Franklin and the Beginnings of Electricity,"
and re Iated correspondence, Apr i I 1949
Dedication of Earhart Foundation Plant Research
Laboratory, Caltech, June 7, 1949
"Fifty Years of Physics in the United States,"
June 18, 1949
Part of "Author of Liberty" Program [not usedJ,
June 1949
"The Significance of July Fourth Today and Tomorrow,"
[not usedJ, July 1949
Interview of R. A. Mi I I ikan by Charles Kettering,
and re Iated correspondence, Aug 25, 1949
On Dr. George Washington Carver, NBC radio
broadcast, Dec 8, 1949
"The Boldness of Einstein's Approach to Physics,"
1949
Chamber of Commerce on 60th Anniversary of CIT,
Nov 9, 1951
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Articles 1941-1949
"The Effect on American Science of a Hitler
Victory," Oct 3,1941
"Cosmic Ray Studies from July I, 1941 to
June 30, 1942," Aug 8, 1942
"What Should the Ordinary Citizen Know About ~1y
Field of Science," Dec 31, 1942
"The Place of Copernicus in the Discovery of the
Sc ient if ic Method," r~ay 21, 1943
Written in Support of the Program of the
International Counci I of Rei igious
Education, July 24, 1943
Written for Time Capsule and Correspondence
Concerning Its Fifth Anniversary, July 1943
"Further Studies on the Origin of Cosmic Rays,"
Oct 13, 1944
"A Scientist Looks at the Post-War World,"
Nov 20, 1944
"Knowledge is Power - Not \visdom," Rotarian
Magazine, Jan 1945
"Cosm icRays," Encyc loped ia Hebra ica, June 25, 1946
"The Electron," Nelson's Encyclopedia, also
rei correspondence, Aug 1946
"My Faith, The American Weekly, Oct 20, 1946
"The Significance of the United States Patent
System," The American Weekly, April 27,1947
"The Most Vital Problem in American Education
Today," Nov 25, 1946
Review of The Scientists Speak, edited by Warren
Weaver, Jan 9, 1947
"The Road to Peace," 1947
"Albert A. Michelson," World Encyclopedia Institute,
Feb I I, 1948
For Tenth Anniversary of Time Capsule (New York
World's Fair 1938), and related correspondence,
Aug 22, 1948
"The Progress of Physics from 1848 to 1948," Aug 1948
"The Facts about Number 12," Oct 23, 1948
Laying of Cornerstone, Crowel I-Col I ier Sui Iding,
and related correspondence, Jan 10, 1949
Views on Federal Aid to the Publ ic Schools,
June 3, 1949


































"Science and Engineering in the War"
"Science and International ism"
"Science and the Standard of Living"
"Science and this War"
"A Scientific Approach to Social Problems"
For Searchers of the Unknown, Program of CBS
"The Significance of 'Belchazzar' in America
Today"
"The Significance of Modern Scholarship," [two
with same titleJ
Addresses
At the Launching of "Cape Cleare" from Los Angeles
Harbor
"Atomic Structure and Ethereal Radiations"
"This Changing World"
"Contribution of the Cosmic Rays in the Field of
Atomic Energy"
"'Discovery' of the Cosmic Rays"
"Edison and the World's Advance in Science"
"The Electron - Its Discovery"
"Electrons in Metals"
"EI imination of the Causes of War"
"Evolution in Science and Rei igion"
"Evolution of the Universe and Its Relation to Cosmic
Radiation"
"FI ight of the Explorer from the Standpoint of Cosmic
Ray Intensities"
"Freedom Speech at Va I Iey Forge"
"Fundamentals for Americans"
"Light Darts"
"New Conceptions in Science"
"New Frontiers"
"Post War Educational Problems"
"A Present Need in American Professional Education,"
Indiana University Centennial
"Preservation of Freedom"
"Problems of American Youth"
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Mi sce I Ianeous--Unt i tied, 1921-1948
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"The Social Values of Science," Broadcast from CIT
"Some American Educational Tendencies, Dangers
and Needs"
"Some New Discoveries in Physics and Their
Significance"
Articles
For the American Petroleum Institute
"B i rth of aLi ght Day"
"The Conquest of the Ultraviolet"
"Cosmic Ray Light on Nuclear Physics"
"The Electron"
"Electronic Orbits in Stripped Atoms"
"Evolution in Science and Religion" [excerpt]
"Evolution of Twentieth Century Physics"
"Die Existenz eines Sub-Elektrons"
"Gull iver's Travels in Science"
"History and Present Status of the American Proposal
on the Exchange of Secondary School Teachers
Under the Auspices of the Committee on
Intellectual Cooperation of the League of
Nations"
"In the Coming Century," [three with the same title]
"I ndebtedness of the Ra i Iroads to Pure Sc ience"
"Laws Concerning the Pul I ing of Electrons Out of
Metals by Intense Electrical Fields"
"A Lesson from History"
"Man's Part in Evolution in Both Science and
Religion"
To Members of the National Committee on Education by
Rad io
"A More Accurate and More Extended Cosmic Ray
Ionization Depth Curve," R.A. Mi I likan and
Harvey Cameron
"My Phi losophy or Two Supreme Elements in Human
Progress," [abridged and cal led "World
Loyalty"]
"Nature of the Cosmic Rays" Chapter XVI of
Electrons (+ and -)
"New High-Altitude Study of Cosmic Ray Bands and a
New Determination of their Total Energy
Content" I.S. Bowen, R.A. Mi I I ikan, H.V. Neher
"Origin of the Cosmic Rays" R.A. Mi II ikan and
G.H. Cameron
"The Positive Electron"
"Relationships in the Spectra of the Elements of the


















Series VII, Roll 70 (continued)
"Science and Individual Opportunity in the
Future"
"A Scientist Looks at the Present World
Situation"
"The Series Spectra of the Stripped Boron Atom
(BIll)" I.S. Bowen and R.A. ~lillikan
"The Significance of the Cosmic
"Significance of Recent Cosmic Ray Experiments"
I.S. Bowen and R.A. Mi II ikan
"The Sub-Atomic World"
"Transformation of ~1atter into Energy"
"Whether a Nat ion So Conce ived . . ."
"\'ihy Phys i cs Must Be Fostered in the Un i ted States"
Articles concerning Robert A. Mi II ikan
Articles by other writers
Eulogies by Robert A. ill ikan


















Correspondence re Autobiography: 1946-1952
News Items re Autobiography














Chapter XI I I
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Autobiography Typescript (earl ier draft):
Notes, Table of Contents
Chapter I - Chromosomes"
Chapter II - "My Phi losophy"
Chapter III - "~ly Early Childhood and Education"
Chapter IV - "Co I leg iate and Un ivers ity
Education"
Chapter V - "European Contacts in the Nineties"
Chapter VI - "Early Teaching, Organizing and
Textbook Writing at Chicago"
Chapter VI I - "My Ideas on Phys ics for Everyone"
Chapter VIII - "My Oi I-Drop Venture"
Chapter IX - "My View of Europe in 1912 and My
Quantum Venture"
Chapter X - "My Extra-University Activities at
Chicago"
Chapter- XI - "Nat iona I Academy of Sc iences and
the Beginnings of the National Research
Counc i I"
Chapter XII - "Mobil izing Science for War"
Chapter XIII - "The Submarine Menace in World
War I"
Chapter XIV - "Big and Little Events in 1918"
Chapter XV - "Transition and Reconversion Years"
Chapter XVI - "My Transfer to Caltech"
Chapter XVII - "~~y Early Years at CIT"
Chapter XVIII - "CIT Projects"
Chapter XIX - "On Federal Subsidizing of Our
Publ ic Schools"
Chapter XX - "The Problem of International Peace"
"The Road to Peace"
Chapter XXI - "Forks on the Road"











Chapter XV I I













































































Robert A. Mi I I ikan: Biographical Sketches
Bibl iographies




Genealogies of the Mi I I ikan and Andrews Fami lies
Mi II i kan Fami Iy Memorab ilia
Robert A. Mi II ikan Honors, 1915-1928, 1930-1942,
1944-1952
CI inton R. Blanchard (not microfi Imedl
Ninetieth Birthday (not microfi Imedl
Correspondence from his parents (not microfi Imedl
Correspondence with daughters Greta and Jessie
(not microfi Imedl
Gi Ibert W. Blanchard (not microfi Imedl
Blanchard Fami Iy Genealogical Information
Mi I I ikan Baby Book (kept by Gretal (not microfi Imedl
Mi II ikan Chi Idren's School Work (not microfi Imedl
Miscellaneous Books (not microfi Imedl
Robert A. Mi I I ikan Scrapbook: Eightieth Birthday:
Cards (not microfi Imedl




News Items (not microfi Imedl
Replies to Birthday Messages
Scrapbook on Robert Mi I Ii kan kept by Eli zabeth
Blanchard (not microfi Imedl
Scrapbook, ca. 1937 (not microfi Imedl
Robert and Greta Mi I Ii kan' s Wedd i ng and Honeymoon
Scrapbook, 1902 (not microfi Imedl
Greta B. Mi I I ikan Scrapbook
Millikan Guest Book, 1922-1947
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Greta B. Mi I I ikan Engagement Books, 1932-1933,
1948-1949 (not microfilmed)
Greta B. Mi II ikan Address Books, ca. 1922,
ca. 1938, n.d. (not microfi Imed)
Greta B. Mi I I ikan Community Chest Notebook, 1927
(not microfi Imed)
Greta B. Millikan Notebooks, 1931, n.d.
(not microfi Imed)
Greta B. Mi II ikan Christmas Lists, Address Books,
n.d. (not microfi Imed)
Estate of: CI inton R. Blanchard
01 ive Blanchard
Glenn Mi II ikan
Greta B. Mi I I ikan
Wi I Is of Greta and Robert A. Mi I I ikan
Legal Papers
Health Reports: Greta B. Mi I I ikan, 1928-1949
(not microfi Imed)
Robert A. Millikan, 1927-1949
Insurance Papers, 1939-1953
Greta B. Mi I I ikan: Community Activities
Household Matters
Souvenirs (not microfi Imed)
Summer Seminar, 1946




Plays (not microfi Imed)
Mi II ikan Social Calendars, 1930-1952
Robert A. Mi I I ikan Engagement Books, ca. 1908-1909
1935
1949-1952
1953 (kept by Greta)
Robert A. Mi I I ikan Notebook and Account Book, 1939
(India Trip)
Robert A. Mi I I ikan Account Book, 1949-1953
Robert A. Mi I I ikan Notebook, n.d.
Robert A. Mi II ikan Office Fi Ie Index
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Neighborhood Church (not microfi Imed)
Greta B. Mi I I ikan: Around-the-World Trip: Letters,
1939-1940; Mexico Trip, 1941




EI izabeth Wallace's Diary, 1939
Greta B. Mi I I ikan's Notes on Physics, n.d.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
I. Mi II ikan Notebook, "Electricity and Magnetism,"
Columbia University, 1894 (Property of Pomona
Co I lege)
2. Mil I i kan Manuscr ipt, "New Techn iques in the
Cosmic Ray Field ... " ca. 1932 (Property of
Pomona Co I lege)
3. Lecture Notes: H.A. Lorentz, "The Quantum Theory:
Present Day Problems and Outstanding Questions
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Barr, Jean B. (1936) 37.31, 41.34





32.23, 32.26, 32.31, 33.21, 33.25-33.26, 34.6, 37.17, 38.1
Barrows, Albert L. (1921-1942) 6.6-6.7, 6.12-6.15, 7.4-7.7, 7.14-7.17,
8.1-8.3,8.7,8.9,8.12-8.14,9.2-9.5,9.9-9.15,10.1,10.8-
10.9, I I . I -I I .5, I I .7, I I . 12, 13. 16, 13.20, 14.5, 16. 12, 17.28,
21.1,21.4,22.16,30.3,30.6,30.13,31.26, 33.27, 35.18-35.22,
43. I
Barton, HenryA. (1935-1943) 7.17, 8.1, 8.3, 8.12, 9.3,10.8,16.14,
21.4,21.6,28.4,37.31
Bassett, H. H. (1943-1944) 29.14, 30.15, 30.17-30.18
Batchelder, Alice Coleman (Mrs. E. A.) (1947) 15.3
Batchelder, C. H. (1942) 16.17
Bateman, Harry (1927) 16.7
Bateson, Wi I I i am (1921) 7.4
Bath, Gerald Horton (1937-1939) 15.10-15.11
Bauer, Harry J. (1930-1945) 19.15, 19.18,23.23,26.3,26.21,28.8,
30. I, 31.27
Baum, William A. (1944) 28.7, 32.13
Beachy, Walter Fahrney (1929-1933) 19.9-19.10, 19.13
Beadle, George W. (1945-1948) 18.22, 18.24,24.7
Bea I, George J. (1932-1945) 13.4, 32.23
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Bean, Louis H. (1936-1938) 9.14, 16.13-16.14, 30.8
Beard, Charles f1,. (1925-1931) 17.8, 26.13, 37.18
Beckett, Garner A. (1938-1950) 19.20,37.32
Beebe, James L. (1939-1944) 19.21,37.32
Behrens, William W. (1943) 30.15, 31.11
Bell, E. T. (1926-1942) 23.19, 24.22, 25.3
Bell, James F. (1941-1942) 24.3
Bell, \'Iilliam B. (1940-1945) 18.17-18.18,20.27
Be It, E Imer (1937) 19. 19
Belt, (Mrs.) Elmer (1946) 37.32
Benioff, Hugo (1929) 33.5
Bennett, Edward (1933-1936) 11.5, 11.12-11.13
Bennett, H. H. (1940-1941) 33.17-33.18
Bennett, Helen H. (Mrs. Russell ~~.) (1940-1946) 17.23,28.3,28.9
Bergson, Henri (1922-1923) 13.17-13.18, 43.1
Berkey, Charles P. (1934) 22.9, 25.19
Berkhoff, George D. (1925) 25.3
Ber liner, Arno I d (1927) 41.33
Bethe, H. A. (1941) 23.5
Betts, Rome A. (1944-1945) 37.3
Bhabha, H. J. (1938-1946) 23.1, 23.5, 23.7, 37.32
Bhatnagar, (Sir) Shanti Swarup (1941-1946) 23.9,35.6,38.21
BI lbo, Theodore G. (1937) 10.8
Bird, Remsen duBois (1923-1949) 13.11, 19.6,27.3,37.19,41.38,43.1
Birge, Raymond T. (1928-1945) 6.8-6.9,12.2,37.20
Birkhead, L. M. (1938-1941) 39.22
Birkholm, H. H. (1938) 23.1-23.2
Bissell, Eleanor M. (1936-1938) 17.18, 19.17, 19.20
Blacker, R. R. (1925-1930) 19.9,23.23,27.9,27.11,37.32
Blacker, (Mrs.) R. R. (1937-1939) 17.18-17.19, 19.20
Blackett, P. M. (1948) 11.15
Blaine, Anita McCormick (Mrs. Emmons) (1932-1942) 19.12,37.32
Blair, vI. R. (1920-1933) 22.1, 30.2, 30.5, 43.1
Blake, Eugene Carson (1944) 41.44
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Blakeslee, Albert F. (1937-1940) 6.7,10.8-10.9
Blanchard, C. R. (1923) 43.1
Blanchard, Gi Ibert W. (1923-1939) 37.32, 43.1
Blashke, W. (1932) 35.3
Bliss, Leslie Edgar (1927-1949) 12.8-12.9, 12.15, 12.17, 13.1-13.2,
I 3. 9- I 3. I 2, I 3. I 5
Bliss, Mildred (Mrs. Robert Woods) (1935-1937) 19.15, 19.18-19.19
Bliss, Robert Woods (1923-1939) 19.18-19.19,37.33,43.1
Bloch, Fel ix (1938) 32.7
Block, Maurice (1934-1949) 12.11, 12.16-12.17, 13.9-13.12
Bloom, So I (I 933- I 934) 6. I 5
Boardman, H. S. (1916) 7.2
Boardman, (Mrs.) Queen Walker (1943-1948) 38.2, 41.14
Boas, Franz (1931-1940) 17.8,37.4
Boddy, Manchester (1942) 19.25, 32.34, 37.33
Bohr, Niels (1929-1940) 27.10,28.3,29.22,37.21
Bonner, James (1939-1946) 18.20-18.21, 18.23,24.3,25.2,25.29-
25.31, 26.21, 28.5, 28.7-28.8
Bonnet, Henri (1931-1932) 11.11, 14.5
Booth, Willis H. (1944-1950) 17.23,20.6,37.33
Borsook, Henry (1940-1949) 18.19, 18.25, 18.27-18.29,21.1-21.2,
21 .4, 31. 18, 31.22, 35.9
Bose, D. M. (1946) 37.33
Boswell, James G. (1937-1949) 17.18, 17.20, 19.20,26.21,37.22
Boswell, Ruth (Mrs. James G.) (1953) 37.22
Boudreau, Frank G. (1941-1945) 18.26-18.28,21.4
Bourne, Arthur K. (1929-1949) 19.9-20.5
Bowen, Harold G. (1939-1951) 10.1-10.2,21.1-21.2,21.4,39.4
Bowen, I ra Sprague (1927) 37.23
Bow ie, \1 i I I i am (1921 -I 936) 7.4, 8. 13, I I .4, 19.2
Bowman, Isaiah (1925-1945) 6.3, 6.15, 7.14-7.17, 8.7, 8.12, 9.4,
9.7, 9.9-9. 13, 16. 13-16. 14, 21. 13, 22. I, 22.4, 27. 13, 30.6,
30.11, 30.13, 31.26, 35.18-35.20, 36.1-36.4, 40.31
Bowron, F Ietcher (1941-1945) 17. I, 37.4
Boyd, Louise A. (1938-1941) 19.23,23.1,23.3-23.4
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Boyd,1. A. (1926-1949) 8.15,17.2,37.34
Boyd, W. R. Jr. (1930-1931) 8.17,9.1
Boynton, Percy H. (1940-1941) 26.14, 28.4, 35.6
Brad 1ey, C. E. (1943-1951) 25.29, 25.31
Bragg, W. H. (I 923, n. d.) 1I . I, 37.24
Braham, J. M. (1943-1944) 20.27, 28.6
Braun, Carl F. (1937-1941) 17.18, 19.23
Breasted, Charles (1946) 26.2
Breasted, James H. (1925-1930) 13.20,17.7
Breene, Robert (1932-1942) 22.2, 23.6
Brett, George H. (1941) 30.12, 36.5
Bridge, Norman (1921) 27.8, 37.17
Bridges, Robert (1928-1930) 32.39
Bridgman, Percy (1946-1950) 37.25
Brierley, W. W. (1927-1946) 16.9, 17.25-17.28,25.15-25.16,27.10,
28.8-28.9, 28.13
Briggs, Lyman J. (1934-1940) 8.9,10.1,10.8,11.12,22.6-22.7,
22.10, 22.13, 23.25, 31.4, 35.20
Bri I louin, Leon (1928-1942) 35.4-35.5, 35.7, 37.26
Brillouin, Marcel (1923) 11.10
Briscoe, R. P. (1940-1941) 10.2, 21.2, 21.4
Brittain, William J. (1929) 37.27, 37.34
Brockett, Paul (1922-1941) 5.5, 6.1-6.7, 6.11-6.12, 6.14-6.15, 7.1,
8.2, 8.7, 9.4, 9.9, 9. 13-9. 15, 10. I, 10.5-10.6, 10.8, I I .3,
11.5-11.6, 13.20, 18.13, 23.4, 36.1, 36.5, 37.34
Brode, Robert B. (1929-1950) 23.10, 37.28
de Brogl ie, Louis (1947-1948) 27.7, 37.34
de Broglie, M. (1917-1933) 37.29
Brombacher, W. G. (1932) 22.2-22.3
Bronk, Detlev W. (1946-1950) 6.10, 8.4
Brookes, Herbert (1943-1952) 37.30
Brookes, (Mrs.) Herbert (1947-1952) 37.30
Brooks, Charles F. (1933-1937) 16.13,30.5-30.6
Brooks, P. W. (1935-1941) 19.15, 19.23
Brown, Gilbert L. (1938-1949) 12.14, 12.16, 13.1-13.2, 13.4, 13.8,
13.10,13.15
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Brown, Mabel (Mrs. Robert E.) 13.12, 14.15,37.34
Brown, Robert Elliott (1922-1923) 32.37,43.1
Brown, Scott (1931-1942) 12.16,19.11,19.18,24.14
Brown, Wi Ison (1944) 28.7, 37.34
Brush, Murray P. (1939-1946) 37.34, 38.17
Bryant, Ernest Albert (1930-1948) 19.10-19.11,20.4,29.19
Buc, H. E. (1929-1930) 8.16, 33.23
Buck, Pearl S. (1941) 37.34
Buckley, Oliver E. (1938-1942) 21.7, 29.15
Budgett, H. M. (1936-1937) 22.15, 22.17-22.18
Bullock, John G. (1933) 27.12
Bullock, Louise A. (f'1rs. J. G.) (1935) 19.15
Bumpus, H. C. Jr. (1935-1936) 19.15, 19.17
Burdette, (Mrs.) Clara B. (1927-1937) 17.14, 17.18
Burgess, George K. (1923-1926) 10.3,43.1
Burks, AI ice (1941-1945) 18.25, 31.18
Burnam, Curtis (1930-1938) 22.2-22.3, 29.9, 29.18-29.19
Bush, Roy R. (1934-1947) 17.16, 17.18, 19.15,24.14,26.21,27.2,
37.34
Bush, Vannevar (1937-1950) 8.9, 9.6-9.8, 10.1-10.2, 16.15-16.16,
17.31, 20.21-20.24, 21.1-21.2, 21.5-21.6, 23.3, 23.9, 23.12,
25.21, 28.6, 31.10, 33.11-33.12, 33.27-33.28, 42.27
Butler, Harold (1943) 37.33
Butler, K. S. (1944-1945) 28.7, 32.5
Butler, Nicholas Murray (1916-1945) 6.15,13.21,18.9,18.13,37.31,
38.20
Buwalda, John P. (1925-1944) 7.17, 8.15-8.16, 18.13, 23.23, 24.10,
25.3,25.17-25.22,27.9,28.15,29.1,29.14,32.5,32.12,
33.4-33.8, 33.10
Byers, Horace R. (1937-1943) 16.13,30.14-30.15
Byrnes, James F. (1946) 35.13
Cameron, George Harvey (1928-1929) 22.1
Campbell, Dan H. (1945) 20.27
Campbell, Ian (1940-1944) 25.20, 25.22
[57J
Campbell, Kemper (1936-1937) 29.7-29.8
Campbell, W. W. (1923-1935) 6.2, 6.4,6.15,7.14-7.15,9.9,9.11,
9.13,11.12,25.17,27.9,27.11,32.37,43.2
Canaga, B. L. (1941-1943) 21.4, 31.1!
Cannon, Walter B. (1933-1944) 6.3,6.9,8.3,9.4-9.6,37.4,41.32
Capra, Frank (1937-1946) 17.18, 17.22-17.23, 17.25,38.3
Caratheodory, C. (1924) 31.14
Carman, VL B. Jr. (1943-1944) 28.6, 35.12
Carmichael, Hugh (1938-1939) 23.1-23.3
Carpenter, Earl R. (1939-1940) 19.21,26.24
Carpenter, Ford Ashman (1923-1938) 16.6,36.1,43.2
Carr, Frederick J. (1931-1935) 19.11,19.16
Carr, Wi Ibur J. (1925-1933) 6.12, 6.15, 11.5, 13.20
Carroll, F. O. (1940-1944) 16.17, 16.19,21.4,21.6-21.7,32.35-32.36
Carruthers, John Franklin Bruce (1929-1952) 14.3-14.4, 16.2,17.12,
20.25, 38. 18
Carter, E. C. (1926-1946) 6.12, 28.11, 40.23
Carty, John J. (1913-1930) 10.3-10.6, 16.6,38.4,43.2
Cattell, J. McKeen (1932-1936) 6.3, 6.5, 16.4
Chadwell, Harris M. (1942-1946) 28.5,32.30
Chadwick, J. (1935) 38.5
Chandler, (1917) 5.2
Chandler, Harry (1925-1940) 16.5, 17.15, 17.24, 17.31, 19.9-19.10,
19.15,19.17,23.23,26.3,26.21,27.9,27.11,27.13,28.1,
29.8, 35.14, 38.6
Chandler, Norman (1938-1946) 12.13, 12.16,28.7,38.18
Chandler, Philip (1943) 27.2
Chang, T. K. (1941) 12.7,38.18
Chang, W. Y. (1943) 28.15
Chao, C. Y. (1946) 32.30
Chapman, John 1v1itchell (1949) 13.10-13.11
Chappel let, Cyri I (1943-1944) 18.28, 27.3
Chase, Newton K. (1947-1949) 15.14-15.15, 15.17
Chatterjee, (1940) 23.4
ChIen, Shang-Yi (1947) 29.3
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Chen, Theodore H. E. (1939) 35.4
Cherwell, Frederick (1944-1945) 38.19
Chevalier, Stuart (1937-1941) 17.18, 17.20
Chia-Luen Lo (1931) 24.20
Chickering, Allen L. Jr. (1947-1948) 15.14-15.15
Cho-Ly (1947) 11.14
Chou, Pei-Yuan (1943-1947) 28.15, 35.8, 38.8
Christie, A. C. (1940) 21.1,23.25
Christie, L. H. (1950-1953) 41.42
Church, Norman 1;1. (1926-1948) 17.14, 17.21, 19.9, 19.25,20.3-20.4,
28.9
Clapp, Paul S. (1930-1931) 10.5-10.6
Clapp, IfJilliam HO\1ard (1933-1945) 17.1,29.30
Clark, Austin H. (1930) 16.2, 17.7
Clark, C. C. (1934-1938) 22.19, 30.9, 35.20-35.21, 38.20
Clark, Donald S. (1937-1946) 17.2, 19.7,24.22,28.7-28.8,30.1,
32.14-32.15
Clark, Lucy Mason (1938) 19.20,27.14
Clark, Miriam A. (Mrs. J. Ross) (1933-1935) 19.13, 19.15
Clark, W. M. (1942-1945) 30.14-30.15, 31.1
Clark, William Andrews Jr. (1923-1933) !9.13, 43.2
Clarke, E. A. S. (1929-1930) 10.4-10.5
Clary, Wi II iam W. (1942-1947) 13.3, 13.7, 38.20
Clay, J. (1935) 22.10, 38.9
Claypool, James V. (1946-1949) 37.3
Cleland, Robert G. (1942-1949) 12.16, 13.1-13.3, 13.6-13.8, 13.11
Clifford, Arthur M. (1925-1944) 17.19, 19.8, 19.11, 19.16-19.17,
27.9, 38.20, 42.42
Cockrell, Ewing (1947-1951) 38.10, 42.31
Cohen, I. Bernard (1940-1942) 38.20, 39.22
Cohn, Byron E. (1948) 23.12, 38.32
Colbert, L. O. (1938-1944) 23.2, 23.8, 33.12
Cole, Arthur H. (1946) 13.6,38.20
Cole, Fred L. (1939-1941) 17.19,25.20
Coleman, Algernon (1923) 13.18
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Coles, Henry L. (1944-1947) 32.17
Collins, J. L. (1940-1943) 18.17-18.20
Collins, Philip H. (1942-1947) 20.29,26.12
Collins-Baker, Charles H. (1938-1949) 12.16-12.17, 13.3-13.4, 13.6-
13.8, 13.12, 18.1
Colpitts, Edwin H. (1923-1925) 25.3, 43.2
Compton, Arthur Holly (1923-1949) 6.7, 6.11, 21.6, 21.18-21.21,
22.2,22.4-22.5,22.12-22.13,22.15,23.1,37.20,43.2
Compton, Karl T. (1921-1947) 6.2-6.4, 6.7, 6.13, 7.17, 8.3, 8.7, 9.4,
9.8-9.9, 9.11-9.13, 10.4, 10.8, 12.2, 16.14, 17.29, 21.2,
21.5, 25.1, 27.4, 27.13, 28.4, 28.6, 30.9, 30. II, 30.14,
31.10,32.6,32.11,35.18-35.20,36.1-36.5,38.12,47.1
Conant, James Bryant (1926-1942) 8.15, 17.9, 21.14, 30.14, 32.7, 33.25
Condon, E. U. (1946-1947) 6.10, 10.10
Condon, Edward (1926) 38.13
Cone, H. I. (1926-1927) 16.6- I6.7
Conklin, Edwin G. (1934-1946) 12.1,25.19,26.2
Constable, W. G. (1948-1949) 13.10, 13.12
Converse, Frederick J. (1936-1944) 24.21-24.22, 25.2, 28.7, 33.19
Cook, Arthur B. (1933-1939) 16.15,30.5
Coo ley, Victor E. (1935) 14. I I, 38.21
Coo 1idge, (Mrs.) Eli zabeth Sprague (1944) 28.7
Coolidge, Harold J. (1946) 18.23,25.12
Coolidge, W. D. (1932-1937) 6.11, 29.20
Copeland, Lewis (1944-1947) 38.14
Cop Iey, I. C. (1929- I942) 17. 18, I7.20-17.21, I9.9
Corse, Wi I I i am Ma Ico Im (1923-1932) 7.5, 7. 14
Corser, Charles B. (1941-1943) 19.23, 19.25, 28.6
Craig, Malin (1932-1935) 22.2, 22.13
Craig-McKerrow, (Mrs.) Margaret R. (1937-1947) 17.18, 17.23, 19.19,
20. I
Crandall, Shannon (1940-1943) 12.17,19.22
Crane, Charles R. (1939) 38.22
Crane, Robert T. (1935) 9.13
Cravens, John S. (1930-1942) 26.3, 32.5, 38.22
Crawford, George G. (1927-1930) 16.9, 34.8-34.9, 38.22
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Crellin, E. W. (1931-1944) 17.22,27.11
Crew, Henry (1923-1949) 6.11, 6.14, 38.16, 43.2
Cr i ttenden, E. (1933-1934) I I .5, I I . 12
Crotty, Homer D. (1936-1951) 12.17, 13.1, 13.4, 13.7,27.14,38.22
Crowell, William C. (1926-1936) 16.6, 18.12, 19.18,25.18
Crowther, Samue I (1934-1953) 38.22
Cruikshank, C. G. (1943) 23.22
Cruikshank, F. G. (1932) 27.11
Cullimore, Allan R. (1943) 28.6, 31.29
Culver, Charles E. (1925-1949) 12.8-12.9, 12.11, 12.13, 12.15-12.17,
13.1-13.4, 13.6-13.7, 13.9-13.10
Curie, (Mme) Marie (1923-1931) 35.1-35.2, 43.2
Currie, (Sir) Arthur W. (1932) 27.11
Cushing, Harvey (1936-1937) 14.17,38.22
Dabney, Joseph B. (1930) 17.33
Dabney, Louise E. (1938-1941) 19.20, 19.24
Dakin, Susan Bryant (Mrs. Richard Y.) (1938) 12.15
Daniels, Josephus (1917-1919) 5.2, 41.33
Darling, D. A. (1944-1947) 30.17, 31.2
Darrow, Karl K. (1937-1953) 6.10,10.10,11.15,12.1-12.2,35.5,
37.32, 38.20
Darwin, Charles (1921-1923) 27.8, 38.23, 43.2
Das, A. K. (1938) 23.1
Das Gupta, N. N. (1940) 23.4
Datta, S. C. (1940) 23.4
Daugherty, R. L. (1929-1946) 16.16,24.9,28.9,29.26,31.4
Davenport, C. B. (1919) 7.9
Davies, Godfrey (1941-1949) 12.15-12.17, 13.1-13.2, 13.4-13.11,
I 3. I 4- I 3. I 5
Davies, Margaret G. (Mrs. Godfrey) (1946) 13.5
Davis, Leverett Jr. (1945-1946) 28.8-28.9
Davis, Nathaniel P. (1940-1941) 23.4-23.5
Davis, Watson (1938-1949) 10.8, 15.5
Davisson, C. J. (1923-1937) 6.11, 38.24, 43.2
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Day, Arthur L. (1921-1940) 6.4, 7.16, 9.4, 9.12,10.1,17.8,
17.26, 21.16, 25.18, 33.1-33.10, 35.18
Deakins, S. R. (1938-1940) 30.9, 30.11
Dearborn, Ned H. (1940-1941) 37.4
Dearborn, R. J. (1937-1945) 20.27, 32.8, 34.5
Debye, Peter (1929) 38.25
Deeds, Edward A. (1923-1950) 19.18,38.31,43.2
De Groot, A. T. (1950) 38.31
Delano, Frederic A. (1936-1937) 8.1-8.2
DeMi lie, Ceci I B. (1941) 19.23
Demou lin, A. (I 927) 38.32
Dempsey, Thomas R. (1941-1944) 17.20, 34.2
Dempster, Arthur J. (1942-1943) 6.8, 24.12, 38.19
Demuth, F. (1938) 38.26
Denfield, L. E. (1943-1946) 21.8, 31.11, 31.13, 36.9
Depperman, Charles E. (1935-1940) 22.12, 23.4
Dern, George H. (1935-1936) 22.12, 22.17
Desbarats, G. J. (1932) 22.2-22.3
Deutch, I. A. (1945-1946) 17. 1-17.2
Devreese, G. (1923-1925) 23.16
Dewey, John (1933-1938) 14.17,38.27
Dewing, Arthur S. (1946-1947) 13.5, 13.7
Dexter, Robert R. (1943-1949) 16.22, 30.15, 31.2
Dickerson, J. Spencer (1921) 38.7
Dickey, Donald R. (1923-1931) 18.7-18.11, 18.13,43.2
Dickey, Florence U. U. U~rs. Donald) (1933-1939) 23.17-23.18, 28.2
Dickinson, Roscoe G. (1936-1945) 20.26, 28.8
Dickinson, (Mrs.) Roscoe G. (1945) 38.32
Dickson, Edward A. (1928-1942) 14.8,17.24,40.21
Dilworth, Robert P. (1942) 23.19, 28.5
Dixon, L. E. (1936-1941) 19.18, 19.23
Dobzhansky, (1931) 18.13
Dodge, Homer L. (1943) 31.11, 41.44
von Doenhoff, Albert (1940) 42.32
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Doheny, (~1rs.) Edward L. (1935-1947) 13.8, 19.15, 19.18-19.19
Do I Ia r, Stan Iey (1933-1936) 22.4, 22. 17
Dollard, Charles (1938-1939) 20.12
Donovan, Howard (1940-1941) 23.4-23.5
Doughton, Robert L. (1935-1942) 27.13, 34.2
Douglas, Donald W. (1925-1946) 16.5, 19.16, 26.21, 28.9
Douglas, lewis W. (1940-1953) 21.14-21.15, 31.3, 38.32
Douglas, Walter (1944) 13.2
Douglas, (Mrs.) Walter (1941) 19.23
Drake, A. M. (1925-1927) 19.8,27.9
Dreiser, Theodore (1935) 38.32
Drummond, (Sir) Eric (1922-\932) 13.17, 14.6
DuBridge, Lee A. (1934-1953) 8.4,17.23,23.11,23.21,25.28,
29.12, 31.2, 38.28, 39.20
Ducrest, jerome S. (1942-1943) 30.14-30.15
Dufour-Feronce, Albert (1923-1932) 14.2, 14.4, 14.6
Duggan, Stephen Pierce (1922-1944) 13.16, 13.19 14.1, 14.4,
28.14-28.15,29.1,35.7
Dulin, E. S. (1929-1944) 17.15,20.1
DuMond, Jesse W. ~~. (1934-1946) 20.2, 21.1, 21.5, 23.24-23.27,
31.26, 32.14
Dunlap, John H. (1923-1940) 24.15, 26.24
Dunn, Gano (1917-1952) 5.2, 6.5, 6.7, 6.15, 7.4-7.7, 7.14, 7.17,
8.7,9.2,10.3-10.6,19.1-19.2,23.15,24.15,26.2,
31.26, 35.18, 36.6, 38.29, 43.2
Dunnington, Frank G. (1932-1935) 8.11, 12.1, 35.3
DuPont, E. Paul (1934) 38.32
DuPont, I renee (1934) 38.32
DuPont, Lamont (1930) 10.5
DuPont, Pierre S. (1919) 7.10
Duque, Ernest E. (1935-1944) 17.22, 19.22-19.23,26.21,32.4
Durand, W. F. (1926-1945) 6.9, 8.1, 8.6,9.13,9.15,10.1,16.6,
16.9, 21.9, 29.5, 31.24
Durant, Wi II (1947-1948) 38.32
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Eagle, John H. (1930-1947) 17.19-17.20, 19.10-19.11, 19.25,23.28
Eagleson, Harvey (1931-1953) 27.11, 39.9
Eakin, Henry M. (1936) 27.13, 33.19
Earhart, Harry Boyd (1933-1953) 19.13,24.1-24.7,24.11,25.30,
27.2,27.12,30.11,32.37,39.1
Earhart, Richard (1910-1934) 27.12, 39.2
Earlsclitte, Herbert (1928-1929) 19.9,27.10,39.9
Eastman, George (1929-1930) 10.4-10.5,39.9
Eaton, Hubert (1943-1952) 17.22, 19.26,28.7,39.21
Eaton, Marquis (1925) 18.30,39.9
Eddington, A. S. (1929-1930) 17.7,37.20,37.27,39.3
Edgar, Graham (1926-1929) 8.16, 33.21
Edison, Charles (1939-1946) 10.1, 39.4
Edmunds, Charles K. (1938-1940) 12.3, 19.6
Ehrentest, Paul (1921-1931) 27.8, 35.1, 39.5
Ehrenhatt, Felix (1939) 35.4, 39.6
Eichelberger, ClarkM. (1940-1952) 21.12, 21.14, 39.9
Ei nstein, A Ibert (1923-1945) 24.8, 25.9, 27. I I, 39.7
Einstein, Elsa (1927 ?-1932) 24.8, 39.7
Eisenhart, Luther P. (1932-1950) 6.15,12.1,13.11,25.28,39.9,41.25
Eisenhower, Dwight D. (1946-1949) 24.12, 32.10
Eliot, Charles William (1925) 13.20
Ell iott, Edward C. (1936-1944) 8.1, 31.12
Elliott, Robert D. (1944) 30.17-30.18
Elsasser, Walter M. (1939-1941) 30.11, 36.3, 36.5
Embree, Edwin R. (1919-1932) 8.5,10.6-10.7,14.3
Emerson, Robert (1942-1948) 18.21-18.22, 24.7, 25.29, 25.31
Emery, Clyde K. (1935-1939) 27.13, 28.2
Epstein, Max (1941-1948) 19.23,20.4,39.10
Epstein, Paul S. (1921-1946) 11.12,23./9,24.17,27.8,30./2,30.14,
30. 16, 31. I I, 39.8
Erdman, Charles R. (1929-1948) 14.3,39.10
Ernst, Edwin C. (1932) 29.20, 31.7
Espenschied, Lloyd (1932-1936) 16.4, 17.29
von Euler, H. (1924) 31.14
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Evans, John (1942-1945) 12.16, 13.3
Evans, Louis H. (1948-1950) 38.18, 39.10
Evans, Robley D. (1933-1935) 22.10-22.11, 25.19, 32.12
Everett, T. H. (1946) 13.5-13.6
Everitt, W. L. (1940-1941) 30.11-30.12
Ewa I d, P. P. (1946) 8.4, I I . 14
Ewing, Charles Hull (1923-1945) 39.10, 43.2
Fadiman, Clifton (1937-1942) 39.20, 42.41
Fairbanks, Douglas Jr. (1941-1947) 19.24,39.20
Fairchild, Henry Pratt (1947) 24.11
Fales, E. N. (1926-1927) 16.6-16.7
Faries, David R. (1942-1943) 42.13
Farrand, Beatrix (Mrs. Max) (1928-1949) 13.1, 13.3-13.5, 13.10,
17.13, 18.33-18.34, 26.13, 39.12
Farrand, George E. (1923-1946) 13.3, 15.6, 15.8-15.9, 19.20,27.10,
27.12-27.13,28.2,28.6,31.17,39.12
Farrand, Max, (1925-1945) 12.8-12.13, 12.15, 13.3, 13.15, 17.33,
18. I I, 21. 17, 26.3, 26. 13, 39. I I
Farrell, James A. (1929-1930) 10.4-10.5,39.20
Fenner, L. G. (1931-1944) 17.26,25.18,28.2,36.7
Ferraz, Joaquim de Sampaio (1933) 22.4-22.5
Fickel, Jacob E. (1919-1941) 5.2,21.1
Field, Marshall (1940-1947) 39.20, 41.32
Fifield, James W. (1938-1952) 39.14
Finkelstein, M. F. (1938-1939) 39.20
Fin I ey, John (1928-1939) 39.20, 41.30
Firestone, Clark B. (1923-1951) 39.15, 43.2,54.18
Firestone, Raymond C. (1953) 39.20
Fi restone, Robert B. (1923) 43.2
Fishbein, Morris (1938) 19.6
Fisher, Edgar J. (1939-1945) 28.14-28.15, 29.1-29.2, 35.4,
35.7-35.9
F i tger, Arno I d K. (1929-1941) 17. 15, 17.20, 29. 17
Fleet, David G. (1942-1951) 27.1, 39.21
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Fleet, Reuben H. (1935-1949) 19.16,20.5,26.21
Fleishhacker, Herbert (1930-1937) 17.18, 19.10
Fleming, Arthur H. (1921-1935) 16.6,17.13,17.28,18.9,18.11-18.12,
18.30, 19.10, 20.9-20.10, 25.11, 25.15, 25.17, 27.9-27.11,
27.13, 33.2, 33.21, 34.22, 38.1, 43.2
Fleming, John A. (1933-1946) 20.20-20.24, 22.4, 22.6, 22.8-22.9,
22.11-22.13,22.15-22.19,23.1-23.5,23.9,31.11
Fleming, (Mrs.) Margaret (1943-1944) 17.21,28.7
Fleming, Thomas Jr. (1936-1938) 19.17, 19.19-19.20,24.14,27.13
F Ietcher, Ed (1936-1937) 17.30, 23.24, 31.23
Fletcher, Harvey (1923-1945) 23.26-23.27, 39.17, 43.2
F 1eu ry, P. (1947 -1950) 11. 14-1 1. 15
Flexner, Abraham (1925-1932) 24.8, 25.15, 32.22
Flexner, Simon (1921-1939) 6.7, 7.5, 8.7, 8.10,10.5-10.6,10.8,
18.14,39.17,43.2
Flinn, Alfred D. (1922-1932) 17.3,32.18,35.3,43.2
Fogg, Ph iii P S. (I 940- I941) I9.7, 26. I4
Fokker, A. D. (1925-1926) 29.25
Foley, Edward T. (1937-1942) 17.18, 19.19, 19.23, 19.25,24.14,
26.21
Foote, Paul D. (1932) 29.30
Foppl, Ludwig (1946) 28.10
Ford, Henry (1919-1943) 7.11,10.4-10.5,19.8,39.21
Ford, John Anson (1939-1953) 18.22-18.24,39.21,41.16,41.44
Ford, Tod (1940-1941) 21.14-21.15
Forrestal, James (1941-1944) 9.7-9.8, 36.5
Forster, George (1924-1928) 26.8, 27.10
Fosdick, Raymond B. (1924-1939) 10.4, 11.2, 13.20-13.21, 14.1-14.2,
25.16,27.10,32.27,37.2
Foster, Wi II iam Trufant (1938) 26.20
Foulois, Benjamin D. (1932-1933) 9.10,16.11,22.2,22.5,30.5,35.19
Fowler, J. A. (1943) 28.6, 31.11
Fowler, R. H. (1933-1940) 22.4, 39.18
Fowler, William A. (1928-1953) 25.10,33.25
Franck, J. (1933) 39.19
Fraser, Horace J. (1935-1945) 21.5, 24.23, 25.20-25.22, 33.24
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Frazer, George E. (1945-1946) 17.22,20.1,31.2
Freeman, John R. (1923-1930) 7.5, 24.15, 33.6
Freeman, Robert (1923-1927) 39.22, 43.2
Freeman, Y. Frank (1941-1942) 19.24-19.25
Frei, Frederick (1933-1937) 25.19, 27.11, 32.8
French, Stuart W. (1928-1937) 17.14, 17.18
Fries, Amos A. (1924-1932) 7.6, 24.8
Friez, Julien P. (& Sons) (1932-1939) 22.2, 22.4, 23.3, 30.10
Friez, Lucien L. (1938) 16.14,30.9
Frindman, F. L. (1921-1932) 22.1-22.2,30.2
Fritsche, Carl B. (1926-1937> 16.6,39.20,41.32
Fulcher, Gordon (1922-1923) 13.17,39.22,43.2
Gabriel, Hugo (1942-1944) 26.14-26.15
Gaebelein, Paul W. (1939-1942) 19.21,27.1
Gale, Agnes (Mrs. Henry) (1923-1953) 39.23, 43.3
Gale, Henry Gordon (1922-1936) 35.2, 38.7, 39.23, 39.25, 43.3
Galpin, Perrin C. (1931-1936) 12.4,35.2,39.8
Gardner, Lester D. (1940-1942) 16.17, 40.23
Gardner, Trevor ( 1944) 35.12
Garland, Haml in ( 1933) 39.24
Garland, Wi II iam M. (1930-1931 ) 19. I J
Garreau-Dombasle, Maurice (1936) 39.28
Garrett, Garet (1947-1948) 39.28-39.29
Gartz, Kate Crane (1941-1945) 33.16, 38.22, 39.28
Garvan, Francis P. (1935-1937> 19.15,27.14
Gary, Elbert H. (1927> 34.8, 39.28
Gasser, L. D. (1942) 20.7, 28.5
Gates, Samuel E. (1934-1944) 19.16, 19.19,27.12,28.4,36.7
Gaugler, R. C. (1941-1943) 18.15-18.17
Gay, Edwin F. (1940-1943) 12.15-12.17, 19.4,26.25
Gemelli, J. Agostino (1937-1946) 31.2, 41.45, 69.3
Gerard, Jean (1926) 6.12
Gherardi, W. R. (1939-1940) 33.11
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Giannini, A. H. (1939) 26.21
Gilbert, Horace N. (1940-1949) 21.2, 24.22-24.23, 25.2, 26.14-26.15,
26.25, 28.4, 39.28
Gilbert, W. M. (1932-1941) 20.17, 20.20-20.22, 22.11, 23.1, 33.9
Gildersleeve, Virginia C. (1925-1926) 13.20-13.21
Gi Ilenwaters, T. R. (1940-1944) 21.8, 30.18, 39.28
Gillette, King C. (1929-1931) 19.9-19.11,25.11,27.11,39.28
Gi II is, Robert C. (1930-1939) 23.23, 39.28
Gi Imore, Earl B. (1939-1942) 19.21, 19.23, 19.25
Giorgi, Giovanni (1939) 39.26
Gi sh, O. H. (1930-1938) 22. I, 23. I
Gladwin, Harold S. (1934-1949) 19.13, 39.28
Glazebrook, Richard T. (1925-1934) 6.12,11.3-11.4,11.11-11.12,39.28
Goddard, F. G. (1913-1931) 39.28
Goddard, George W. (1940-1941) 32.35-32.36
Goddard, Robert H. (1931) 32.32
Goetz, Alexander (1929-1950) 9.11, 24.20, 25.23-25.28, 27.11, 27.13,
29.22,32.14-32.15,32.26,32.31,39.28,41.27
Goldschmidt, (1932) 35.3
Go I dwyn, Samue I (1938) 41.28
De Golyer, E. (1926-1927) 8.15-8.16
Gomez, Jose C. (1941-1943) 23.5, 23.7
Goodhue, Bertram G. (1922) 26.8
Goodspeed, Arthur W. (1934) 25.19
Goodspeed, T. W. (1925) 18.31
Goodwin, Harry M. (1938-1945) 26.1-26.2
Gosney, E. S. (1942) 26. I I, 40.21
Goudsmit, S. (\925) 39.5
Gou Id, Cha r I es W. (I 928-1 929) 17. 15, I 9.9, 39.28
Gray, Robert D. (1938-1948) 19.25, 23.2, 24.3, 24.6, 24.11, 24.22,
26.24-26.25,27.1-27.4,27.6,28.3,29.14, 31.29
Greene, A. Crawford (1937-1943) 15.10-15.12
Greene, H. M. (1947) 24.11, 39.29
Greenough, Robert (1932) 22.2-22.3
Greenslet, Ferris (1944) 28.7, 40.21
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Gregg, Alan (1932-1938) 26.9, 29.9, 35.3
Gregg, Willis R. (1932-1938) 9.11,16.12-16.14,22.2,22.9,22.12-
22.19, 23.1, 30.6-30.9, 35.18-35.22, 36.1, 39.29
Grew, Joseph C. (1925-1949) 13.20,39.29,40.30
Griffis, L. E. (1941-1942) 21.4, 25.25
Griffith, Claude M. (1939-1941) 17.19-17.20
Griffith, Stephen M. (1939-1945) 19.21,20.1
Griswold, Erwin N. (1942-1946) 14.20, 14.22
Gross, Robert E. (1939-1944) 21.5, 26.21, 27. I, 27.3, 28.5-28.6,
39.29
Groves, Ira (1939-1940) I9.21, 26.24
Groves, L. R. (1945) 28.8
Grovesner, Gilbert (1935) 22.10
Gruneisen, E. (1938) 39.29
Guggenheim, Florence (Mrs. Daniel) (1942) 16.17
Guggenheim, Harry F. (1925-1948) 16.5-16.8, 16.11-16.12, 16.17,
16.22, 39.29
Guiche, Le duc de (1918) 39.29
Gurney, Lawrence E. (1927-1932) 39.27
Gutenberg, Beno (1929-1943) 28.15, 33.5-33.6, 33.11
Gwinn, Ralph W. (1947-1949) 24.6, 39.29
Haagen-Smit, Arie J. (1940-1946) 18.17-18.23,24.3,26.11,28.14
Haber, (1922) 11.16
Hadfield, (Sir) Robert A. (1931-1934) 6.14, 40.18
Hahn, Herbert L. (1942-1947) 17.22-17.23, 19.25
Hahn, Stanley L. (1943-1947) 15.1-15.2
Haight, George I. (1943-1949) 40. I
Hale, Eunice (Mrs. William B.) (1945) 26.2
Hale, Evelina (Mrs. George E.) (1916-1947) 13.1, 13.8,26.2,26.4,
43.3
Hale, George Ellery (1916-1936) 5.3-5.4, 5.8-5.9, 5.13, 6.1, 6.4,






Hale, Ellery III (1940) 26.3
Hale, Kathleen (Mrs. Girard vB) (1936-1943) 19.18,40.18
Hale, \'Jilliam B. (1938-1940) 26.1, 26.3
Ha Ie, Wi I I i am J. (I 926- I 927) 6. 12, 8. I 5-8. I 6
Halecki, Oscar (1922-1923) 1.3.16, 13.18
Hales, J. Verne (1944-1945) 28.7, 30.17-30.18, 31.1
Hal ifax (1951) 40.18
Hall, Elmer (1931-1932) 27.11
Hall, H. H. (1942-1946) 28.5, 28.9
Hallock, \'Jilliam (1895) 40.2
Halloran, R. A. (1927-1929) 33.22
Hamburger, Evelyn (1931-1941) 17.20, 19.11-19.12
Hami Iton, Thomas F. (1942-1945) 19.25, 20.1
Ham i I ton, IV. J. (I 928- I 929) 40. 18
Hancock, G. Allan (1929-1936) 17.15, 19.!3, 19.17
Hanson, Frank Blair (1935-1945) 18.4, 18.17,20.27,25.16,29.22,
32.26, 32.28-32.30
Hanson, Roy E. (1941-1944) 18.18-i8.19, 28.7
Haraguchi, Hatsutaro (1940-1941) 40.18
Hardin, Anne B. (Mrs. John H.) (1943-1947) 15.2, 19.26
Hardin, John H. (1933-1937) 19.13-19.14, 19.19
Harding, J. ~j. (1939) 40.18, 42.41
Hardy, G. H. (1929) 40.3
Hardy, Robed M. (1938-1953) 25.25-25.27, 32.14-32.15, 40.18
Harkness, Edward S. (1929-1939) 17.15,26.6,40.19
Harmon, H. R. (1936-1945) 22.16, 28.8
Ha rms, F. (I 929- I 930) 40.4
van Harreveld, Anthonie (1942,..i944) 18.21, 31.16
Harriman, W. A. (1944-1946) 13.1, 13.5
Harrington, E. L. (1937-1947) 22.18, 23.11, 40.5
Harrington, M. R. (1930) 25.18, 32.1
Harris, Everett L. (1941-1949) 12.15, 13.6, 13.9,25.26,40.19
Harrison, George R. (1941-1945) 23.27, 32.36
Harrison, Ross G. (1935-1946) 6.4-6.6, 6.10, 7.17, 8.2-8.3, 8.9,
9.5,10.1,17.1,19.1-19.2,21.1-21.2,24.22,25.26,
35.4-35.6, 35.9, 36.1, 36.4
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Harts, (Mrs.) vI. vi. (1940-1945) 26.2-26.3
Harvey, Harriet (1928-1940) 19.18,27.10,28.3
Haselden, R. B. (1942) 12.16, 30.13
Haskell, Arnold D. (1936-1944) 17.22, 19.18
Ha ski ns, Ca ry I P. (i 94 I) 32. 36
Haskins, Charles H. (1925) 13.20
Haskins, S. M. (1936-/939) /9.18,26.2/
Hastings, Hill (1936-1939) 15.9, 15.11
Hawkes, Albert \'1. (1946-1947) 40.6
Haw i ey, J. H. (1934-1941) 24. 10, 33.9, 33. 12
Hayden, Charles (1919-1936) 7.10,19.18
Haynes, Sherwood Kimball (1936-1946) 22.16-22.18, 40.7
Hays, Will H. (1938-1939) 19.21,40.19,41.28
Hays, (Mrs.) \;Jill (1942) 40.19
Heald, K. C. (1926-1930) 8.15-8.17
Heck, N. H. (1934-1935) 24.10,33.9
Heisenberg, Werner (1932-1951) 40.8
Hektoen, Ludvig (1934-1938) 6.15, 8.2, 8.9, 29.7, 29.9
Hendy, Philip (1949) 13.10-13.11
Henline, H. H. (1938-1940) 24.22, 29.22
Hereford, Rockwell (1938-1944) 12.14-12.15, 13.1
Herman, Raphael (1925-1930) 26.7
Hershey, Lewis B. (1942) 33.14
Hershey, Wesley (/950-/953) 36. /0
Hertenstein, \'Iesley (1931-1944) 17.27,26.16,29.14,29.19,
35.12,36.8
Hertrich, William (1929-1948) 12.9, 12.13, 12.16, 13.4, 13.10,
13.14
Hess, Victor F. (1926) 40.9
Hevesy, G. (1931) 35.2
Heythum, Antonin (1941-1945) 19.4,20.7,21.6,26.16-26.17
Hicks, Clarence J. (1938-1943) 26.20, 26.25, 27.2
Hilborn, Walter S. (1931-1932) 19.11-19.12
Hildebrand, Joel H. (1947) 6.10
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Hill, A. V. (1940) 40.10
Hill, H. H. (1929-1931) 8.17,9.1,33.22-33.23
Hill, Louise G. (Mrs. Arthur) (1936-1938) 19.18, 19.20
Hi Iton, Conrad (1952) 40.19
Hilton, Henry H. (1923-1947) 13.18,39.25,40.11,43.3
Hines, John L. (1929) 27.10, 35.15
Hinrichs, Frederick W. Jr. (1925-1943) 21.2, 21.6, 21.8, 26.3,
28.3, 31.5, 33. 15
Hinshaw, Carl (1939-1942) 16.15-16.17,30.11,33.17-33.18,34.2,
36.4, 40.20
Hixon, AI ice G. (Mrs. Frank P.) (1935-1944) 19.15, 19.17, 27.13,
40.20
Hoag, George Grant (1933-1947) 19.13, 19.15, 24.14, 26.10, 40.20
Hobday, Robert (1942-1949) 38.18, 39.4
Hodes, H. I. (1946) 25.32, 32.10
Hoffman, Paul (1951-1952) 40.20-40.21
Hoffman, Samuel O. (1920-1940) 5.2, 21.14
Hoffman, Bernhard (1933-1944) 19.13,24.9,40.20
Hoffman, G. (1925-1926) 22.1
Hofmann, Otto (1896) 40.12
Hole, W. J. (1933-1935) 19.13, 19.16
Holland, Maurice (1923-1938) 7.14, 7.17, 8.1, 8.9, 9.5, 9.13,10.3,
24.15
Ho I ley, George M. (1924- I926) I6.6, I9.24
Ho I I i ngsworth, W. I. (1929-1937) 17. 18, 19.9
Ho Imes, Ra Iston S. (1942-1944) 18.32, 21.6, 21.8, 28.7, 30.14,
31. II, 32.13
Holt, Herbert B. (1935-1943) 18.27, 19.16, 24.14
Hondros, D. (1924-1925) 31.14-31.15
Honnold, Wi II iam L. (1923-1949) 26.3, 36.10, 40.20, 43.3
Hooper, Sanford C. (1935-1939) 6.7, 9.13-9.15, 16.13, 16.15, 36.3
Hoover, Herbert (1926-1949) 10.3, 10.5-10.6, 12.13, 12.15-12.17,
13.2-13.3,13.6-13.7,13.9,13.11-13.12,16.6,18.28,
20.20, 29.22, 40.13, 42.33
Hoover, (Mrs.) Herbert (1931) 40.13
Hoover, Herbert Jr. (1944-1945) 28.7-28.8
Hopkins, H. G. (1943) 23.22
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Hopkins, Louis J. (1938) 19.20,40.20
Hor i, T. (1941 -I 942) 40.20
Horton, Allen W. Jr. (1940) 16.16,21.2
Hoshour, Harvey (1945) 40.14
Hotchkis, Preston (1935-1941) 19.15, 19.23
Houser, Frederick F. (1939-1940) 12.15, 16.16
Houston, William V. (1941-1945) 9.8, 20.28, 21.6, 21.13, 23.19,
25.1-25.2,28.6-28.7,30.1,32.6,35.6-35.7
Hovde, Frederick L. (1944-1945) 21.9, 21.12
Howard, Carrie S. (Mrs. William F.) (1931-1941) 17.20,19.11
Howard, Frank A. (1918-1948) 20.8, 33.20-33.23, 40.15, 42.24, 43.3
Howe, Harrison E. (1921-1929) 7.4-7.5, 8.16
Howell, liJilliam H. (1933) 7.15, 8.7
Hubble, Edwin P. (1942-1947) 12.16-12.17, 13.3, 13.7,21.7,
33.28
Hughes, Charles E. (1941-1942) 40.21
Hughes, H. D. (1938-1940) 36.1-36.2, 36.4
Hughes, Howard R. (1925-1937) 17.14, 19.8, 19.19
Hughes, Rupert (1925-1951) 19.8, 19.15-19.16, 19.21,40.21
Hull, Cordell (1939-1940) 40.16
Hume, George E. (1928-1938) 17.14-17.15, 19.20
Humphry, (Mrs.) Emily A. (1928-1936) 19.18,27.10
Hunsaker, Jerome C. (1929-1936) 6.5,9.9,16.8-16.9,22.5,35.20
Hunt, Myron (1929) 12.9
Hunter, Robert E. (1929-1940) 17.15,40.21
Hunter, William M. Jr. (1938-1947) 12.14-12.15, 13.2-13.3, 13.7
Hunter, Iii. S. (1936-1937) 8.1-8.2
Huntington, Archer M. (1937-1946) 12.13, 12.15, 12.17, 13.1-13.3,
13.5, 24.22, 40.21
Huntington, Edward B. (1924) 7.6
Huntington, Edward V. (1924) 11.2
Hussey, George F. Jr. (1944-1945) 18.35,21.9
Hutchins, Robert M. (1934) 14.10
Hutchinson, Cary T. (1916-1917) 5.2, 7.10
Hyde, James H. (1945-1950) 20.6, 40.17
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Kellogg, W. K. (1931-1949) 18.21,27.13,28.8-28.9,29.7-29.12,
29.19-29.20,31.7
Ke I Iogg, Wi I I i am S. (1939) 26.21
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